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Student leaders help dedicate Wade center Friday
By Rick Redmond
News Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

WADES IN — Mirian K. Wade, center, with her family and President Kennedy, right, enjoy a moment in front of the Wade
Center for Student Leadership at the dedication service Friday. Wade and her husband, the late Ormand J. Wade, gave
money to make the center possible.

A formal dedication and
grand opening of the Ormand J.
and Miriam K. Wade Center for
Student Leadership was held
Friday afternoon, more than one
year after it opened its doors to
students in Memorial Union.
The center is home to more
than 40 student organizations, as
well as the offices of the Student
Government.
Members of the Wade family,
including Miriam herself, were
on hand to witness the dedication. Ormand, the other namesake for the center, passed away
earlier this year.
Miriam, who has toured the
center several times previously
with Ormand, said she and her
late
husband
were
very
impressed with the final outcome
of the center.
"He loved it. I think he
wished there had been something
like this when he was here," she
Said about Ormand.
Ormand graduated from the
University of Maine in 1961 and
was a member of the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity and the Senior
Skulls honor society.
Ormand's son Charlie also
was present on Friday and
brought his wife and children to
See WADE on Page 2

Cutler not immune to vaccine shortage Schedule of events set for
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
Did you get your flu shot this
year? Unless you are elderly,
pregnant, chronically ill or are
an infant, it's unlikely that you
have or will ever be able to.
With a national shortage of
flu vaccinations, available inoculations must be given to people
who are at the greatest risk contracting the flu virus and whose
lives would be endangered if
they caught the flu, according to
authorities.
According to CNN,the problem arose when British regulators shut down shipments from
Chiron Co., because much of the
batch was contaminated with
bacteria. In that batch were 48
million vaccinations that were to
be sent to the United States.
Those vaccinations are now on
hold.
The U.S. flu vaccination supply has been nearly cut in half.
Inspectors from the Food and
Drug Administration are currently trying to figure out if any of
the batches weren't affected and
would be usable in the United
States.
The effects of the shortage
are so far-reaching that even the
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By Ernest Scheyder
Assistant News Editor

"It's an entire group effort on the
part of the alumni association," said
Bob Potts, creative services director
With the advent of fall comes an for the association. "There are
annual celebration here at the dozens and dozens of events."
New this year is a corporate
University of Maine: Homecoming.
Committees and clubs have been sponsor for the Homecoming festivworking hard to ensure that this ities. IBM, a longtime supporter of
year's celebration goes as smoothly the university, will sponsor the
events and raffle off ThinkPad noteas in years past.
The UMaine Alumni Association books at the craft fair and Buchanan
is spearheading the organizational Alumni House,according to Potts.
"They're helping to underwrite
effort and has planned numerous
of the costs of Homecoming,"
some
students,
for
events and activities
See HOME on Page 6
alumni and their families.
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NO SHOT FOR YOU — This flu season's vaccine shortage
leaves Cutler Health Center re-evaluating how they will
distribute their limited supplies.
University of Maine has felt the
crunch of the shortage.
"This is not the first time
we've had a shortage," Mark
Jackson, director of Student
Health Services said. "The fact
that we continue to have shortages makes me think the government hasn't handled it that
well."
Regardless, the shortage of

flu vaccinations is taking its toll
on the UMaine health center and
area hospitals.
Jackson
said
UMaine
received only 300 of the 1,200
vaccinations requested. Only
100 flu mists, vaccinations taken
through a nasal spray, were
received. These vaccinations are
only usable for people 50 years
See FLU on Page 2

Accident victim still in critical
condition,two upgraded to fair
By Rick Redmond
News Editor
One of the three University of
Maine students involved in a car
accident on Friday, Oct. 8,remains
in critical condition.
Joshua Mitnmovich,20, has not
improved since he was transported
to EMMC following the single car
crash on Interstate 95 near exit 193
in Old Town.

Mimmovich was a passenger in
the car,driven by Sean Malone,20,
along with another UMaine student,Tessa Beaucage,20.
Malone has been upgraded from
critical to fair condition and
Beaucage has been upgraded from
serious condition to fair also.
As ofFriday,no official accident
repeat has been made available by
the State of Maine Police, who are
investigating the accident.
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Monday, Oct. 18, 2004
Power Yoga
Campus Recreation will host
a power yoga class from 5 to 6
p.m. in the All Purpose Room of
Memorial Gym. For information
call Paul Stern at 581-1082.
Belay seminar
MaineBound will host a belay
seminar from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Maine Bound barn located next
to the Maine Center for the Arts.
For information call Paul Stern
at 581-1082.
IntervarsIty Bible Study
Intervarsity
Christian
Fellowship will hold its southside Bible study at 8 p.m. in the
study loun9e of Estabrooke
Hall. For information e-mail
Sarah Junkins on FirstClass.
Relaxation talk
The Counseling Center will
host "Feeling Stressed: A workshop on stress reduction." The
talk will be led by Russell
Phillips and will run from 3 to 4
p.m. in the Walker Room of
Memorial Union. Registration is
required. For information call
Rex Norris at 581-4145.
Preschool story hour
The University Bookstore will
host a preschool story hour
from 1 to 1:45 p.m. The reading
will feature Interim President
Robert Kennedy and student
readers. For information call
Holly Williams at 581-1700.
Fish talk
The Department of Wildlife
Ecology will host "The Legacy
Enhanced
of
Aquatic
Biodiversity: Introduced Fish in
Maine and New England," as
part of the Wildlife Ecology
Seminar Series. David Halliwell,
of the Maine Department of
Environmental Protection, will
speak. The event will be held at
12 p.m. in Room 204 of Nutting
Hall. For information call Nora
Ackley at 581-2862.
Tuesday, Oct. 19, 2004
intervarsity Large Group
Intervarsity
Christian
Fellowship will host its weekly
I Large Group meeting at 7 p.m
in the Bangor Lounge of
Memorial Union. For information e-mail Sarah Junkins on
FirstClass.
Front Page talk
Fogler Library will host:
"Introduction to FrontPage," as
part of the Library Workshop
Series from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. For information call
Gretchen Gfeller at 581-1696.
College Success opening
Interim Provost John Mahon
will host a ribbon cutting cere-

the dedication. Charlie graduated
from UMaine in 1983 and
recalled comparing stories with
his father about leadership challenges on campus.
"I've heard stories from my
dad about being in school and
being active in so many things
Whose proton is It?
here and not having a place to
The
Departmeiit
of
meet," Charlie said. "One of the
Chemistry will host: "Absorption,
hardest
parts of being involved
of Acids on Ice: Whose Proton(f
Is It Anyway?" with speakell. was a lack of resources."
Patrick Ayotte of the Universitti''
Charlie said he would joke
de Sherbrooke at 11 a.m. in;,:„: around with his father about the
Room 428 of Aubert Hall. Eproblem and counter with his
mail
Marjorie
Paul
on
own
solutions.
FirstClass for information.
"I never had trouble finding a
Blood Drive
table at Pat's Pizza to meet," he
Eastern Maine Medical
said.
Center will host a blood drive
Charlie, who has one child in
from noon to 5 p.m. today in the
college and another on the way,
Wooley Room of Doris Twitchell
Allen Village Center. For inforsaid the Wade Center makes
mation, call Melanie Israel at
UMaine unique. When traveling
581-1427.
to and touring other schools in
the country, Charlie said it's been
Prayer time
hard to find another school that
The Wilson Center will host
mediation
time
in
provides these kinds of resources
the
Drummond Chapel of Memorial
to students.
Union from 4 to 5 p.m. For
"Nobody else has anything
information call Timoth Sylvia
even
close to this," he said. "This
866-4227.
at
makes the University of Maine
Wednesday, Oct. 20, 2004
pretty unique."
Speaking on behalf of
Intervarsity Bible Study
Intervarsity
Christian,- UMaine were members of faculFellowship will host its weekly., ty and administration, alumni
Hilltop Bible study at 8 p.m.
and several campus student leadthe TV lounge of Knox Hall. F
ers.
information
e-mail Sara
Dean of Students, Robert
Junkins on FirstClass.
Dana served as master of cereDomestic Violence talk
monies for the event and welLocal area representatives., comed the Wade family by
of organizations ranging from
'
(
women's shelters to social': thanking them for assisting in the
.development of students at
workers will panel at "None
UMaine into student leaders.
Our
Business?
Mai
Employers Address Domestic
"You're in our hearts always,"
Violence in the Workplace," as
Dana said, referencing the Maine
part of the Women in the.
Stein Song.
Curriculum series. The event is
Interim UMaine President
sponsored by the Woman's
Studies Program and will be
Robert Kennedy thanked the
held from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
Wades for their vision and genthe
Bangor
Lounge
ot, erosity that made the center a
Memorial Union. For informapossibility.
tion call Angela Olson at 581"Without their commitment,
1228.
molly to officially open the
College Success Programs,
formally the Onward Program.
The ceremony will take place
on the first floor of East Annex
from 2 to 5 p.m. For information
call Carole Gardner at 5811617.

Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday publication. First priority will be
given to events that directly
affect university students.

Join
the
gang
MCKHOWNO
1-58111°T

Write for
Tfi

A
News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1270 for details.

FLU
From Page 1
old and younger.
UMaine then gave 50 of its
vaccinations to the state, fighting to keep the rest for faculty,
staff and students who are at
high risk for catching the flu.
Half of the remaining vaccinations will be given to faculty and
staff and the other half to students.
"Everyone's in the same position," Jackson said. "Every place
in Maine has had to close [flu]
clinics."
Jackson said the major reason
the United States continues to
have shortages is because the
FDA's standards for flu vaccinations are the highest in the
world.
In order to meet regulations
in the United States, manufacturers of flu vaccines must spend
a lot of extra time and money,
Jackson said. The flu vaccination isn't a very profitable business in the first place, so manufacturers don't think meeting
U.S. standards is in their best
interest, he said.
Jackson believes the FDA
standards should be lowered to
prevent future shortages, but
Sarah Webster, communications

MONDAY,OCTOBER 18, 2004
generosity and vision, this
tremendous center would not be
possible. We owe them a tremendous debt of gratitude."
He also talked about how the
center was critical for leadership
development.
"The center really is a hub
within a hub on campus,"
Kennedy said. "It's the heart of
all student organizations. That's
what the center is to the
University of Maine."
Student
leaders
on
campus who
spoke at the
dedication
included
Student Body
President
Cortlynn
Hepler, who
said the Wades
and the center
Hepler
have helped
him define his personal definition of leadership. He also said
the Wade's generosity to make
the center possible inspired him
to be a better leader.
"To me, it means to help and
to see something in others and do
more than the status quo,"
Hepler said.
Hepler also said the center
provides critical development
opportunities for students outside the classroom environment.
Vice President of Student
Government Kate O'Brien credited the Wade Center with helping student organizations to
thrive.
"Student organizations have
the ability to accomplish great
things on this campus and the
help of such outstanding people
as the Wades only paves the way
for them to do so," O'Brien said.
"Many of the student groups
have gained success and there is
no doubt that this is due to the
Wade Center."
Jonathan LaBonte, a recent
UMaine alum and Outstanding
Student Leader of the Year in
2002, echoed many of Charlie
specialist at Maine General
Health, disagrees.
Webster believes if the FDA
starts relaxing regulations, it
could cause dangerous consequences.
"I don't think that's smart,"
Webster said.
She believes relaxing regulations on flu vaccinations could
lead to other FDA standards
being lowered, sacrificing the
quality of FDA-approved medicinal products sold in America.
Medical facilities across the
state are still trying to figure out
the best way to handle the situation.
Webster said she is working
with her colleagues to figure out
how many vaccinations are
available. They will then ration
those out to the people who need
them most.
"We have to work together to
help people who are most at
risk," Webster said.
With such a large shortage of
flu shots, medical facilities are
heavily promoting flu prevention measures.
"A vaccine is not the only way
to prevent [the flu]," Diana
Vassar, infection control nurse at
Eastern Maine Medical Center
said. "Prevention all the time is
important, but especially this
year since there may be people
who aren't able to get a vaccine."

and Ormand's thoughts on how
their college careers might have
been improved had the Wade
Center existed while they were
here.
"It is hard for me to imagine
what campus life would have
been during my tenure had this
Wade Center already existed,"
LaBonte said. "There were many
days and nights when I would
need to run across campus in an
attempt to catch a student leader
to discuss a possible shared project or event."
LaBonte also shared Charlie's
opinion that the Wade Center is
something that puts UMaine in a
category in and of itself when it
comes to serving students.
"Similar schools fall short in
creating the environment we now
have here at UMaine," he said.
During LaBonte's speech,
Miriam Wade dabbed at her eyes
with a tissue, obviously emotionally affected by some of his moving words.
"Because of the actions of
Ormand and Miriam Wade, generations of young men and
women will dream more, will
learn more, will do more and will
become more by acting together," LaBonte said, referring to a
quote on leadership by John
Quincy Adams.
Heather
Kitchen,
the
Emerging Student of the Year in
2003, talked about how the Wade
Center had become a headquarters for all student groups.
Kitchen has served as president
for two student organizations at
UMaine.
"Before, I was carrying our
office around in my backpack,"
she said.
In an inspirational analogy,
Kitchen compared student organizations on campus to boats drifting in the sea. A major problem
she cited before the center existed was that there was no land in
sight for these boats.
"With this center, now these
boats have a place to dock," she
said.

Webster suggested prevention
measures such as washing
hands, overall good hygiene and
staying home from school and
work if you get sick.
Jackson suggested students
purchase Avaguard, an antibacterial, hand-sanitizing product
that has been placed all around
Cutler. He also urged students to
cover their mouth when coughing and request the same of others.
Jackson said flu symptoms
include a sudden high fever,
muscle ache, chills, fatigue,
cough and runny nose. He said
having the flu is a horrible experience for everyone, comparing
it to being hit by a tractor-trailer
truck. He said that most of the
UMaine student population,
however, is pretty healthy and
able to handle the flu if they contract it.
According to Vassar, since
the flu doesn't usually hit
Maine until December or
January, the effect of the vaccination shortage on the UMaine
and the rest of the state is still
unclear.
While many people are concerned about the lack of flu
shots, much of the worrying is
unnecessary, he said.
"If there was a bad outbreak
in Maine, the vaccination would
be provided," Jackson said.
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WORDOF MOUTH
If you could choose, who would be the
next president of the university?

"Hugh Jackman."
Hila Uriel
English literature
Graduate student

"Frank Sinatra."
Steven Gambale
Communications
Sophomore
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Supporters and hunters disagree
on Nov.2 bear baiting referendum
By Elizabeth Deprey
The Maine Campus

For

Do you want to make it a
crime to hunt bears with bait,
traps or dogs, except to protect
property, public safety or for
research?
That is one referrendum question Maine voters will be facing
Nov. 2.
Edmond Wurpel,a Maine resident who has been hunting
bears for nine years, disagrees
with the referendum. Robert
Fisk, Jr., director of Maine
Citizens for Fair Bear Hunting,
feels the referendum should
pass.
There are many ways to hunt
a bear. A hunter could stalk a
bear, catch it in a cable snare,
use hound dogs to tree the bear,
or lay out bait for bear. Wurpel
said that most bears are caught
with the baiting method.
While stalking a bear, a
hunter must first wash in baking

rid of any human
scents, and then walk through
the woods, hoping to spot a bear
through the trees or in land that
has been clear-cut.
Snare hunting involves 'setting snares in the woods, and
checking them every day to see
if the trap has snared a bear.
Hunting with traps is allowed
from Sept. I through Oct. 31.
The snares are set so that smaller animals cannot cause them
too close,
Hound dogs, such as Plott
Hounds, wear radio collars and
chase the bear until it climbs a
tree. The hunters usaually have
from 10 to 20 minutes to get to
the bear before the bear comes
down and tries to run again, or
attacks the dogs. This type of
hunting is only allowed from
Sept. 13 through Oct. 29.
Finally, bear baiting is the
placement of old bakery refuse
or other scraps, where a hunter
can watch to see if a bear has

soda to get

been coming to the bait, then
wait up in a tree for the bear to
come. Hunting with bait is
allowed from August 30 until
Sept. 25.
Three of these four methods
would be scrapped if Question 2
passes, allowing only stalking
by hunters.
"It would be a mistake to let
this pass," Wurpel said. "The
only predator besides us is a
larger bear. The woods in Maine
are so thick, especially now that
there is less clear-cutting, and
bears are so smart, that hunting
by stalking would be nearly
impossible."
Fisk said these methods of
hunting bear are "inhumane, unsportsmanlike and unpopular."
He says the benifits of baiting
are sritctly on a commercial
level.
"Bear baiting, hounding, and
trapping exists so that some
commercial outfitters can make
See BEAR on Page 7

Christian group publishes online voter guide
logue over public policy" while
keeping in mind six ethical components. These being "the power to
give
... the power to live in the light
organizations,
recent
past,
In the
as well as individuals, have been ... the power to love hard questions
trying to find a way to increase voter ... the power of informed choice ...
turnout on the state and national the power to love enemies ... the
level. Keeping in mind that power to forgive." With these in
informed voters are more likely to mind, the league publishes a
go to the polls, many have tried newsletter called The Record and
fliers, pamphlets and television hosts online forums for discussion

couples adopting children?" "Do
you support laws authorizing religious private schools to receive
public funds to educate children
from school districts that do not
have secondary schools?"; and "Do
you support a 1% property tax
cap?"
"This is, without a doubt,one of
the League's most challenging
endeavors,but with the prayers and

as well as providing seo...s to their
voters guide at www.cclmaine.org.
In their voter's guide, the

financial support of the Chnstian
community and others we are able
to offer intbrmation that will be a

league's board of directors grade
each candidate based on a set of
questions given and whether or not
the candidates support tenets that
are the base of the league's theology. Questions include:"Do you support laws that prohibit homosexual

springboard to a more meaningful
exchange of ideas between the candidates and their constituents during
this election campaign season," said
Michael Heath,the executive director of the league. "To date, there is
See VOTE on Page 7

By Maeghan Narnie
For The Maine Campus

"Stephen King."
Ryan Quintal
Business
Junior

"Bill Cosby."
Andy Hvizd
Parks, recreation and tourism.
Freshman

"I didn't even know the
president had left."
Brittani Pendleton
Social work
Freshman

"Professor Bob Crick."
Steve Nganga
Accounting
Senior

advertisements to create more wellinformed voters. The Christian

Civic League of Maine tried a variation on this theme with its 2004
online voter guide, an annual report
on political candidates.
The Christian Civic League was
established in 1897 and according
to the Web site, their goal is to bring
"a Biblical perspective to the dia-

PUMPKIN STOUT
RELEASt PARTY
Friday, Oct 22nd
$3 cover charge $1 fof the ladies

Sleep Wet, Do Welt
For kids to rio their best in school of at play, they shoLikl get

at least nine bouts of sleep every night Kids can be Star
Sleepers dim earned. Visit httplIstarsleep,nhIbi nih.9ov
for sleep tips arid fun wilt/hes

Cover charge includes 2 tickets, each
ticket good for $1 pint of Bearbrew
Pumpkin Stout or $2 shot of Jagermeister.
Midnight drawing for 2 tickets to Patriots
game and hotel for 2 in Boston. CHEAP
DRINKS, great prizes, lots of fun.
Also $2 Bearbrew and Bud Light Pints and
$3 well drinks Party starts at 9pm
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PARKING LOT PICNIC — Andrea KahII, Emily Hilton, and Malcom Noyes enjoyed lunch with other tailgaters before Saturday's football game.
Ft

Meet the parents
UMaine Family and Friends Weekend a success
By Diana McElwain
Staff Writer

game later that day.
to help ease the high cost of send"We had about one hundred ing students on these trips. ASB
people [attend the coffee hour]. member Laurel Twombly said the
Cloudy skies and early rain That's pretty good I think," Dana fair was also a great way to advershowers did not prevent students said. "It's busy, it's exciting and tise.
"We're basically trying to
and their families from attending it's a super weekend."
He said the weekend was a spread the word about ASB,"
the many events of Family and
Friends Weekend at the University great opportunity to see student Twombly said.
The
Alumni
Student
of Maine. From museum exhibits accomplishments.
"You can sense that students Association differed from most
to the football game, the weekend
are doing great things. It makes groups at the fair, as they were not
offered something for everyone.
Among the events offered was me glad to be the dean of stu- trying to raise money, member
Jennifer Harvey explained.
the Meet the Dean of Students dents," Dana said.
Students were not able to
"We're all volunteer, it's all
Coffee Hour, where parents and
students could talk with Dean of showcase these accomplishments free," Harvey said.
outside, however, as the bleak
Instead, the group offered
Students Dr. Robert Dana.
One parent, Ken Rawley of weather forecast moved the mugs, information about SAA,
Loudonville, N.Y,took the oppor- Student Organization Fair from and face painting.
"There have been a lot of little
tunity to tell the dean how the mall to the Field House.
There, student organizations kids over here," Harvey said.
impressed he was with UMaine
One of the many groups selling
students when his daughter, first- surrounded the large room with
beverages was the Sophomore
year student Caroline Rawley, various activities.
The Shotokan karate club not Eagles, which was raising money
moved in.
"It was like a SWAT team of only provided entertainment with for its annual Christmas party for
people helping us. The kids were demonstrations, but also provided the children at Acadia Hospital.
The group's president, Jennifer
incredibly nice. I didn't have to refreshments by selling food such
Bodwell, said that the many simimove a thing," Rawley said. "It as crab rangoons.
Meredith Kirk-Lawlor, a mein- lar concessions being sold made
was very, very impressive."
Dr. Dana said he also had a ber of the club,said they were tak- making money difficult.
"We had to lower our price,"
good experience as an undergrad- ing the opportunity to raise money
she said. "We have competition."
uate at UMaine, but had not for upcoming events.
"We're going to have a tournaBodwell attributes the fairly
expected he would someday work
ment this spring. We need money low turnout to the fair's location.
there.
"I had a great experience here," for trophies and equipment. We're "I think most people don't know
Dana said. -The thought of stu- having a lot of fun," Kirk-Lawlor where it is. It's easier when it's on
the mall," Bodwell said.
dent affairs never crossed my said.
Also using the event to raise
Also this weekend was Phi
mind. I just kind of grew into it."
He said he had the opportunity money was Alternative Spring Mu's annual Dance Marathon.
to meet with several students and Break. The group, which travels The Dance Marathon also suffered
their parents, and he was looking to different places around the from low attendance, but not
forward to attending the Student country to volunteer during Spring because of the weather. A UMaine
Organization Fair and the football Break, was selling pumpkin pies
See FAMILY on.Page 7

COFFEE TALK — Ken Rawley was one of numerous parents visiting Dr. Dana during the Meet the Dean of
Students Coffee Hour Saturday morning.

UP A CREEK — Ryan Beaumont pulls what was left of his
cardboard canoe from the Stillwater River. The cardboard
canoe race is held each year by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
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HOME
From Page 1
Potts said. At the craft fair,IBM will
host a table of their products for consumers to examine.
Corporate sponsorship of school
events is commonplace at colleges
and universities all across the nation.
"We're always looking for new
and inveritive ways to keep the traditions of Homecoming going from
year to year," Potts said.
This year organizers are focusing
their efforts on four main events: the
Northeastern football game, the
annual craft fair, the Go Blue! tailgating tent and an alumni award celebration, Potts said.
The football showdown is
planned for 2 p.m. Saturday at
Morse Field and will feature the
nationally ranked Black Bears
against
the
Huskies from
Northeastern. Right before the
game,the alumni association will be
celebrating in the Go Blue! tent at
the north end of the field.
The tent will feature face painting
by the Student Alumni Association,
concession services by UMaine
Dining, a cash bar and numerous
other activities for fans,according to
Potts. The tent will be open from 11
a.m. until kickoff, at 2 p.m.
"It's a place to hang out if you
don't have a place to tailgate or even
if you do," Potts said.
Also this weekend, the Alumni
Association will host its annual craft
fair from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
and from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday
in the Field House.The fair will feature more than 220 vendors of all
genres of arts and crafts. Admission
is $1 and children under 12 get in for
free.
"It's the largest craft fair in New
England," Potts said. "It's quite a
logistical feat. We've got it down to
a science."
On Friday, the UMaine Alumni
Association will present its 2004
Spirit of Maine Achievement award
to Dr. Linden McClure, Class of
1989. The award is presented to an
alumnus or alumna"who has graduated in the last 15 years and whose
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ROYAL FLUSH — This years nominees for Homecoming King and Queen will be chosen by student votes. Voting will take
place Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., in Memorial Union atrium.
accomplishments, commitment and
initiative in a profession, business or
public service arena reflect the high
standards and vitality of the
Univeristy of Maine," according to a
UMaine Alumni Association publication.
McClure was chosen based on
his work with Hewlett-Packard
Development Co. in the field of
microprocessors. He has also
worked as the lead engineer on projects for NASA's fleet of space shuttles and is an adjunct professor at
the University of Colorado. The
award will be presented at 3 p.m. in
the Bear's Den at Memorial Union.
Adding to the nostalgia this year

is the Homecoming royalty competition. Nine men and seven women
were nominated by the Senior
Skulls and All Maine Women for
the titles of Homecoming queen and
king.
The Senior Council, in conjunction with the Skulls and All Maine
Women,is sponsoring the competition. The nominees' pictures and
biographies will be on display all
this week in the University
Bookstore.
Nominees hail from all walks
of life and are a good cross-section of campus life, according to
Skull Kyle Cyr, who is nominated
himself.

"I am humbled by the nomination," Cyr said. "[Winning] would
mean the culmination of a great deal
ofeffort and activity on this campus.
1 think after that, there would be no
goals left to complete. It'd be better
than being president of Student
Government."
"'I was very surprised when I
found out I was nominated," senior
Kate O'Brien said. "[The nomination] is recognition of works accomplished on this campus and also
recognition of everything that we
student leaders have done for the
campus and for the student body."
for
nominated
Students
Homecoming royalty include:

Teressa Egeler, Kaylee Cooper,
Sarah Knight, Elizabeth Hansen,
Kelly Gunn, Anna Wilson, Kate
O'Brien, Andrew Barter, Ian
Carlson, Dan Burgess, Rick
Redmond, Will Gove, Kyle Cyr,
Kyle Spratt, Kevin Taschereau and

Ivy Nwosu.
Any UMaine student may cast
one vote for king and one vote for
queen. A voting table will be set up
in the atrium outside the University
Bookstore from 11 a.m.to 2 p.m.all
week.
The contestants with the most
votes will be crowned during coronation at halftime of the football
game on Saturday.

Maine Fresh. Maine Good.That's Governor's!

Every Wednesday is
College Day at The Gov's
Show your college ID
and choose your
favorite meal for only $5!
Includes yourfavorite soda.

* Blue plate special
* Chicken Fingers
* Fresh 'n tasty salad
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You're not
above the law.
But you can make people
think you are. Send your legal
questions to Brett Baber, the
University of Maine's student
lawyer, on FirstClass, and see
your questions answered in the
Legal Affairs column in The
Maine Campus News section.
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FAMILY
From Page 4
hockey game and a Red Sox playoff game were also being held at
similar times.
The president of the sorority,
Colleen Mulligan, said she
planned the event to go along with
Friends and Family Weekend
before she knew about the games.
"I planned it in August,so I had
no idea there'd be a Red Sox and a
hockey game tonight," Mulligan
said.
Minutes into the dance,however, the sorority received news that
Phi Mu sister Carrie Michaud
hoped would give them an advantage.
"The Red Sox game is canceled, that's good," Michaud said.
"Hopefully people will go
home, see the game is canceled
and come back here," Mulligan
said.
While there was no charge to
participate in the event, participants were asked to collect
pledges for how long they would
dance. Donations were also
accepted.
The money raised at the event
went to Phi Mu's national philan-

VOTE
From Page 3
no other single site in the state

that shows the same comparative
information that we present to the
voting public."
"The future effectiveness of
the league will ... be about followers, or supporters. It will be

BEAR
From Page 3
money on hunters who come to
take home a bear head or rug,"
Fisk said.
Wurpel agrees that outlawing
bear baiting will have an economic impact. The bear guiding
season runs from August 30
through Nov. 27, and during that
time both natives and hunters
from out-of-state take advantage
of lodging, restaurants and souvenir shops. They also pay a
guide in the remote areas of
northern Maine where bear hunting takes place.
"They're just the same as any
other tourist," Wurpel said. "If
we make it nearly impossible to
hunt bear here, they'll take their
vacation time in New Brunswick
or some other part of Canada
that their chances are more likely." Bear hunters also need to get
licenses that are separate from
regular hunting licenses.
Both sides cite in their arguments other states that have banned
bear hunting or bear baiting.
Residents of New Jersey and
Pennsylvania have to deal with
nuisance bears, and states like
Colorado, Washington and
Oregon have reported no bear
management problems.
"We do not need human intervention to manage bear populations. Fair chase bear hunting,
natural food availability and
Mother Nature will straighten
out any situation," Fisk said.
Fisk said that Mainers should
take precautions against bears if
they're worried about personal

thropy, the Children's Miracle
Network. Michaud said the
organization works with Eastern
Maine Charities to help local
families.
"It helps families with children
who have any type of illness,"
Michaud said.
While the organization is
nationwide, the proceeds will stay
close to home.
"All the money raised stays in
Bangor," Mulligan said.
Attendants could also support
the Children's Miracle Network
by purchasing balloon-shaped
papers for $1, and write their
name on it and hang them on the
walls of Memorial Union. Phi
Mu also used the event to help
other student organizations raise
money.
Phi Mu tried to host a dance
marathon two years ago but
Mulligan said that the timing was
not in their favor on that weekend
either.
"It was Easter weekend,"
Mulligan said. "Everyone went
home."
That year, the group raised
$120, with 30 participants.
Mulligan said that she has higher
hopes for this year's event.
"I think that at least one hundred people will come," she said

about whether more followers
will choose to be Christian leaders, accepting responsibility and
leading in accordance with the
truth about human nature and
Christianity. Our capacity to
reverse Maine's family-destroying trajectory will depend upon
whether we accept the realities of
repentance and renewal, while we
reject the celebrity style of
addressing issues," Heath said.
safety.
"Remove bird feeders in the
spring, don't leave trash or leftovers outside, use bear-resistant
food canisters if you are camping, clean up grills at campsites
and bang some pots together if
one seems too close."
"Anyone that thinks that bear
hunting is easy has been watching too much TV," Wurpel said.
"You can't just wave a doughnut
around in the woods and expect a
bear to come running. It takes a
good deal of expertise. In the
nine years that I have been seriously bear hunting,I have caught
two bears. Those commercials do
not represent real life."
"There are judgment calls on
what is fair chase, but hounding,
baiting and trapping go far
beyond the line. This is about
three specific methods of hunting that make a mockery of fair
chase, not to mention being
extremely cruel," Fisk said.
"The main reason this referendum was initiated was the
degree of inhumaneness."
Students' reactions to the proposed bans also widely differs.
"Without baiting bears, it is
nearly impossible to shoot one.
We need to shoot bears because
not only is it a source of income,
but it helps to control the bear
population," sophomore elementary education major Stephanie
Lauer said.
"I think that bear baiting is an
unfair hunting method. You trick
the bear. It is not at all a form of
your skill versus the bear. It is
unnatural. It's a lazy man's way
to hunt and kill, and kill unfairly," junior zoology major Moire
Daniel said.
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The marathon ran from 8 to 11
p.m., which Mulligan said seemed
to be the most reasonable time
period, and would not take up an
entire Friday night.
"Three hours is enough to
dance, and people can still go out
after," she said.
The Campus Activities Board
helped the group with advertising
and
setup, while Student
Government gave them money for
decorations.
Even the DJ was a volunteer.
Lambda Chi brother Geoffrey
Williams provided the music for
the event, and was instructed by
the sisters to only play "danceable" music. Williams also took
requests.
Besides helping their cause,the
sisters hope that the event will
serve as good publicity for Greeks
and student organizations in general.
"We did it to get Greek names
out there, but any group is welcome," Mulligan said
Mulligan said that events like
the marathon are crucial in changing many of the negative stereotypes that surround Greek organiCAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
zations.
"It's to show that Greeks do FUTURE MAINE-IAK — Continuing Education student
more than others think we do," Gordon Small watches a Shotokan Karate demonstration
with his son Tristan Small at the Student Organization Fair.
Mulligan said.
Both the Christian Civic
League and the Maine Council of
Churches have been taking political stands in the media recently. A
recent article in the Bangor Daily
News said, "The two religious
organizations that represent most
of Maine's congregations took
opposite stands on Tuesday on the
tax cap referendum. Citing the
potential harm to the state's poor,
The Maine Council of Churches

is urging voters to oppose the tax
cap referendum,
while the
Christian Civic League of Maine
is advising residents to vote yes
on Question I. Both the league
and the council, according to
Ewell and Heath, [executive
directors of the organizations],
base their decisions on the same
text, the Bible."
The Kennebec Journal referred
to the Christian Civic League and

similar organizations in a column.
It stated, "Heath's poison ...
whether whispered or bellowed,
represents the common thought of
a dark swelling tide of fundamentalist religious thinking that exists
in every community in this country. ... Make no mistake, the rapidly religious right is the greatest
threat to freedom and liberty this
country has known since
McCarthyism."
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Sox Nation
tastes the
nectar of hope
David f*ckin' Ortiz. How
'bout them Red Sox, huh?
In all reality, the task ahead
of the Sox is anything but easy.
Certainly, it could be done, but
most likely, it will never happen. Something like this is
unprecedented. It would make
for a great moment in baseball
history, but all we can do is
cross our fingers and maybe
pull out a dusty Bible.
We shouldn't have to say it,
but we at The Maine Campus
are Red Sox fans. We don't
mind being balanced in our
coverage of baseball. We welcome a rebuttal to our regular
Red Sox columns. Our office is
Beantown country. Our hearts
belong to Fenway Park.
But what does last night's
win mean? It means perseverance in the face of adversity. In
a game that would have certainly broken the hearts of Red Sox
fans across this fine nation, we
were given a reason to have
faith yet again. It all sounds a
little too dramatic, right?
You don't have to understand
the concepts of baseball. You
don't need to be married to the
concept of rooting for the Red
Sox. You don't even need to
know who any of the players
are. Rather, it all adds up to
something much bigger. When
you're down on your luck and
life gives you lemons, say,
"Screw it. We're going to
rebuild this shit from scratch."
In reality, it's just a game —
a game that many New
Englanders were watching and
jumping up and down after
around 1:30 a.m.
So walk tall. Feel the breeze
at your back knowing your team
pulled it together for once.
They scraped together enough
dignity to win so we don't have
to hang our heads low. We've
still got our pride. What's that
mean you ask? That means
tonight's game is fueled by an
energy only fate can stop. It
sounds like we gamble, that we
pin our hopes on patterns in the
stars. Why not? We'll have our
day. Fate knows we deserve it.
It may be today, it may be next
year, it may be in ten years. But
we swear, we'll have it.
Last night's game was a test
of who could last longer, who
could keep the momentum up
— waiting for the opposition to
make a mistake. Did Ortiz's
homerun breathe new life into
the Red Sox? We'll see. But
we'll tell you what, it felt damn
good going to sleep.

Letters to the editor
Letters io the editor should be no
longer than 300 words and should
include the author's name,address, at:a^
dank major or job title and phone number or e-mail address. The Maine
Campus reserves the right to edit submissions for length and clarity.
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Shedding
some light
Hepler defends
lighting plan
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Vaccination fascination
Flu season could be open season for uninoculated
With all the technological
advances in modern medicine,it's
not supposed to be like this. How
can something so essential be forgone, leaving millions around the
globe helpless against an unseen
enemy? More importantly, what
are we to do without flu vaccines'?
Each year, U.S. citizens alone
lose millions of dollars in lost
wages due to bouts with a perennial winter foe — the flu —
according to the Center for
Disease Control. This year, one
can expect those losses to skyrocket as a direct result of this
year's flu vaccine shortage.
According to Scotsman.com,
the reason the inoculation shortage is due to the Food and Drug
Administration's refusal to accept
48 million doses of "unsafe"
Fluvirin from British manufacturer Chiron Corp., after learning of

OPINION EDITOR
bacteria problems which occurred
during the filling of the vials. The
FDA has flat out refused to allow
any of the potentially contaminated batches into the United States.
The 55 million remaining
"clean" doses, from Chiron Corp.
rival Aventis-Pasteur, are being
allotted in an attempt to mete them
out to those most at risk; the elderly and newborn babies, leaving
the rest of us, literally, out in the
cold.
Many local flu clinics have
been cancelled indefinitely in the

wake of the vaccine's shortage,
including the yearly flu clinic at
Miller Drug. The owner of Miller
Drug, Bernard "Bill" Miller, has a
little spiel for those customers
who call inferring about the availability of the flu.
"I tell them I haven't had one,
my mother who is 95 hasn't had
one,and my wife hasn't had one."
Miller's seemingly blunt nature
is indicative of the flu vaccine situation. The Brits messed up, and
we have to pay the price with our
health. Surely there must be some
company must be foaming at the
mouth, waiting to corner this market, right?
Wrong. There is no economic
incentive for drug companies to
pick up the slack and manufacture
flu vaccines. The process is laborintensive and not cost efficient,
See FLU on Page 9

Letters to the Editor
•Setting the record straight
I find it ironic that in an article
about misquotations, "Fox News
hits the fan" in the Oct. 7 issue of
The Maine Campus,Dury seems to
have conveniently misquoted information as well. In the article,
Cameron quoted John Kerry as saying "I'm a metrosexual ..." This was
a response to a question regarding

TwMAJNE
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how he dresses in comparison to
how our president dresses. Dury
took that quote and used the word
"heterosexual" instead, making a
harmless quote about Kerry's
appearance seem like Cameron was
writing an article bashing Kerry.
The article was not negative at all.
Obviously if Dury is going to be trying to cause trouble,getting his facts

News Editor Rick Redmond • 5511270
aews(e.t.,mitinerampus.coni

straight would be a good start. It is
true that some of the quotations
were inaccurate, but it is one thing
to misquote someone and another
thing to try and bring harm to them
by fabricating things they have said.
Dury, you shouldn't do that anymore.
Gregory Deveault
Unimpressed reader
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Picture this: It's 8 p.m. on an
average Maine night, and you're
just leaving the library. It's been
too long of a day; you're tired,
hungry and just want to relax. The
weight on your back feels like thirty pounds; you think you'd be
used to it by now. You get to the
first crosswalk and step out on the
road. You see the headlights. The
car semis to be moving a little fast
through campus,but that's nothing
out of the ordinary. The car gets
closer and closer; it hasn't started
to slow yet. You start to think,
"Does this idiot see me?" You
clinch your mug as the car speeds
by not far from you, then just as
you pass the yellow line. "I just
want to get home," you think. It's
not a long walk, and it's only
November,but already you're sick
of the cold. You're thinking about
Thanksgiving break. You'll be
back home where there's good
food, a warm house and friends.
pleasant
Suddenly, your
thoughts are interrupted as you
lose your balance. In the flash of
a secohd, the mug is flung from
your hand, and those books you
just spent hours with, pull you to
the ground. You hit hard, take a
breath, and think to yourself,"I'm
okay, thankfully I didn't break
anything." It's now that moment
where you hear the snickers, you
realize people saw, you just don't
look up. You look back over the
patch of ice that was hidden in the
shadow, and think, "God, I love
these Maine winters."
The University of Maine is a
unique institution, and the environment here is no different. We
face very cold temperatures, high
wind chills, and just all around inclimate weather for a majority of
the year. Bangor is also one the
most eastern cities on the Atlantic
coast, and maybe it's not a huge
difference, but nonetheless our
nights come early. We have a large
campus; 600 total acres to be
See LIGHT on Page 9
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to provide a newsletter listing
ways to help avoid the flu in an
effort to keep employees at work
instead of sick at home.
From Page 8
Even our Canadian neighbors
not to mention the limited time- are offering us no respite in this
frame in which to work.
epidemic. The provinces of
Two years ago, drug industry Alberta and Ontario are now
giant Wyeth Pharmacueticals requiring all flu shot-seekers to
stopped making the vaccine after show proof of residency as a
they had to trash 7 million doses deterrent to desperate U.S. board— $30 million dollars — of the 21 er-hoppers.
million doses it made for the
The one upside to the lack of
2002-03 season. By throwing flu vaccines is that it gives those
away one-third of that year's sup- so inclined a free pass to miss
ply and losing that much money, work or skip class. Just tell your
the company was forced to close boss or teacher you are not a baby
the Marietta, Pa., factory in which or an old person, so you couldn't
the flu vaccine had been manufac- get a shot. Then spend all day
tured — not to menton the fact the watching movies, boozing, sled800 people who worked there no ding, sleeping or doing whatever
longer had jobs.
you want. If they give yOu any
The refusal of the Chiron gruff, just tell them it's not your
Corp.'s contaminated doses cou- fault, and if they have an issue to
pled with the poor economics of call the limey, tea-drinking fogmanufacturing flu vaccines means breathers from across the pond,
little respite for those seeking flu because they are to blame for
vaccines this winter.
your "illness."
Many companies have canMike Melochick is a senior
celled employee flu clinics, due to journalism major who has
the vaccine shortage, according to never called in sick to work or
the CDC, which is working in skipped class under any false
conjunction with many businesses pretenses — ever.

FLU

the primary phase was selected for
several reasons. To be cost effective, additional lighting in the
same area needs to be put in place
From Page 8
at the same time. This is because
exact, with numerous roadways they will be powered from the
and sidewalks. We're also very same underground lines. If new
lines need to be run, it's far less
fortunate to have a safe campus.
expensive
to do so only once.
Adequate nighttime lighting is
related in some way to each of the Finally, there are a significant
things mentioned above. Giving number of pedestrians that cross
nighttime walkers a safe and com- the Sebago Road., which is the
fortable walkway through campus road along the backside of Fogler
is important to not only feeling Library. It is also one of the busier
safe, but actually being safe. roadways on campus.
The staff that I have worked
Additional lighting will help
with
on this project should be
ensure that our campus continues
commended,
most notably Janet
to be so.
The intention is not to light up Waldron and Anita Wihry. We
the entire campus like a K Mart have also received the support of
Robert
parking lot. I see adequate lighting Robert Dana and
as necessary to provide our student Kennedy. They are investing a
population with safe and well-lit significant amount of money into
pathways to their destinations. something that will benefit stuThe amount of lighting to be added dents now and in the future.
in all phases of this project will Phase 1 of this project is a step
make only a marginal difference in towards fixing something that has
the current aggregate light emis- been a problem for years. It is a
sions of UMaine. Please keep in start, and a signal that when we as
mind that the campus already has students see solutions, not probseveral thousand lights, just not lems, and act on them, we can
enough of them at road crossings make change.
Cortlynn Hepler is the UMaine
or on our pathways.
Student
Body President.
be
covered
under
The area to
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Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Faith in the Red Sox
•'Friday Night Lights'
• Pirates
Nintendo
• Homecoming weekend
• Anything pro-Yankees
•'Air Bud: Golden Receiver'
• Ninjas'
• ColecoVision
• A weekend in jail
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The eye of the beholder
Beer goggles bane of drinker's existence
As college students, we are
constantly warned about the
dangers of alcohol. Everywhere
we go on this campus, we are
reminded of the perils and hazards alcohol poses. As often as
we are informed of the bad
decisions we make when drunk,
like drinking and driving, there
is one danger that is often overlooked. That danger, my
friends, is beer goggles.
I'm sure most everyone
knows what beer goggles are,
but for those of you who live in
a cave or in a closet like my
roommate's gimp, let me
explain this phenomenon. Beer
goggles are invisible eyewear
that you get after having one
beer too many which may lower
your inhibitions, standards and
perception. The more you
drink, the worse the goggles
get, ranging from thick-rimmed
glasses to full-on Rec-Specs.
I've seen it happen to my
best friends. As a night of
drinking goes on, their standards get lower and lower, all
the while maintaining that the
girl is hot, while in fact she's at
least a deuce and a quarter with
a bad case of syphilis. Before
they know it, they're going
home at two with a 10 and wak-

STYLE EDITOR
ing up at 10 with a two.
Some people might argue
that there is nothing wrong
with the effects of beer goggles
, and you should not be
ashamed of your sexual activities when drunk. But I argue
the opposite. If after a night of
hard drinking you go home
with a girl you would not normally talk to, let alone sleep
with, you should be deeply
embarrassed. There is nothing
OK with sleeping with a butterface because you were wearing
beer goggles.
As a friend of someone
wearing beer goggles, it is your
moral duty to inform them that
they are making a drunken decision. If they continue to pursue
it, so be it, but at least you've
done your part. The next time
you see a "friends don't let
friends drive drunk" commercial,just keep in mind the same
is true for beer goggles.

Beer goggles are not gender
specific, either. It happens to
girls, too. I know you've seen a
drop-dead gorgeous girl. bumping and grinding with an uglyson of a bitch at least a few
times. For the most part, it
seems like girls are more in
control of their sexual perceptions when drunk, but beer goggles can affect girls, too.
So, while Mother's Against
Drunk Drivers — M.A.D.D. —
promotes their mission statement, maybe a concerned mother should form Mothers Against
Beer Googles, or M.A.B.G.
After all, it's their potential
grandchildren that will suffer
from an accidental pregnancy
from a beer goggle induced
hookup.
You may disagree with what
I've said. You may not learn
anything from what I've said.
But guys, the next time you're
at Ushuaia, and you're feeling
the beer goggle effect, the least
you can do is bring home a girl
with a full set of teeth and a
decent body.
Matt Kearney is a senior
journalism major who has written this article as a public service to those who like to drink,
alot.

Of course Hussein is insane
One man's counterpoint to "Devil's Advocate" article
While I usually like to keep
my writing on the funny side, I
felt compelled to respond to the
article "Devil's Advocate: Is
Saddam Hussein really that
insane?" in the Oct. 4 edition of
The Maine Campus. I expected
to see the answer a resounding
"yes" and was shocked to find
the author not only coming to
the defense of one of the most
evil men alive, but also to see
him using a great deal of misleading and inaccurate evidence to back up his claims.
While my original rant was
more than double this, the constraints of time and space mean
I have to be brief. Anyone who
wants more can feel free to
contact me.
The argument is made that
the United States entered and
conquered Iraq illegally, violating a number of U.N. articles.
This is wholly inaccurate. At
the end of hostilities following
the first Gulf War, no peace
treaty was ever signed between
Iraq and the United States. Iraq
was granted a reprieve, provided it met conditions such as disarming and respecting no-fly
zones. The United States,
through the United Nations,
gave Hussein a long leash and
after spending more than a
decade ignoring the international community; Hussein
hung himself with it. He failed
to live up to the conditions of
the cease-fire, most notably
with continual military action
against planes in the no-fly
zone.
My particular favorite was
the notion that Hussein is being
illegally held, with no access to
legal representation. On Sept.
21, of this year, Hussein's

jut the most sot:cot:shit military
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lawyer Giovanni di Stefano
announced that in a recent
meeting, the deposed dictator
declared his intention to run for
his old job in the Iraqi elections. It seems very difficult to
me for someone to argue that a
man who is spending several
hours a day with international
attorneys — due to the fact that
no lawyer in Iraq would take
the case — and is making
proclamations through those
attorneys is being denied legal
representation.
On the same note, the letter
suggests Hussein is being
denied his Geneva Convention
rights, the rights "granted" by
the American Declaration on
the Rights and Duties of Man,
and his Fifth and 14th amendment rights. Hussein is being
held in Iraq, by Iraqis, with
It's
American assistance.
entirely up to the provincial
government of Iraq what they
want to do and the fact that they
didn't execute him on the spot
speaks volumes. The United
States has a very limited say in
the way he's treated, and treatment to date hasn't been bad.
However, the notion that he's
being denied his Fifth and 14th
amendment rights is absolutely
He's not an
laughable.
American, and he's not being
tried in America. The U.S.
Constitution does not apply.
The war in Iraq has been by

operation in the history of the
world, and it was held against
the fourth most genocidal
regime of the last 100 years.
Never before in the history of
mankind has one side so thoroughly routed the other at such
a minimal cost in lives and
equipment. After spending the
last five years in the military —
with many of my closest
friends still in uniform, several
actually in Iraq — I'm more
aware of that cost than many,
but I still believe that it is an
absolutely justifiable success.
To that end, insurgency fighting
is a fact of life in conquered
nations. The allies faced years
and in some cases decades of
such conflict following WWII,
so it would be extremely
unusual it had not occurred in
Iraq. Don't be fooled, though.
While the administration may
have had a tenuous grasp of this
concept, the American military
is well experienced and it
planned for such fighting, especially given the speed with
which they dismantled the official army of Iraq.
Was Bush inaccurate in his
justifications for the war?
Perhaps. Should the international community be more
involved? Certainly, the entire
world benefits from this, so the
world should help. But ultimately, the question is whether
or not Saddam Hussein, a belligerent, genocidal madman
deserved to be removed from
power for, if nothing else, the
safety of the citizens of Iraq.
To that, the answer is a
resounding "yes."
Benjamin Jarvela is a sophmore journalism major.

go
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"Team
America:"
Laugh until
you pee

Inside
Bartending • Bazooka Joe
couldn't even handle this
shot. Page 12
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MUSIC
Java Jive: Four Fold
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 21
Memorial Union
Free
Vanessa Carlton
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 28
Maine Center for the Arts
$10

ART
"artNOW!"
Through Friday, Nov. 19
Carnegie Hall
Free
"John Walker: A Winter
in Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse into a Lost World"
Through Monday, Dec.20
Hudson Museum
Free

MOVIES
"Anchorman: The Legend of
Ron Burgundy"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 20 and
Friday, Oct. 22
Bangor Room,
Memorial Union
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
DPC 100
Free

COMEDY
Maine Attraction: Val Kappa
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Memorial Union
Free

By Rachel Krautkremer
Staff Writer
eing a Red Sox fan is like living with,an alcoholic.
Every morning you wake up and think, maybe today will
be better."
These words of wisdom come from Bob Marley, a
comedian whose act at the Maine Center for the Arts this
Saturday evening was well worth missing the Red Sox
game. His blend of Maine and biographical humor was a hit among
the crowd, which ranged from college students to drunken locals.
Originally from Portland, Marley began performing stand-up comedy in his hometown before moving to Boston, where insights about
life in New England helped launch his career. Since then he has
appeared on Comedy Central and on late-night talk shows with Jay
Leno, David Letterman and Conan O'Brien, to name a few. He has

B

at
wh
about
BOB?
Portland's stand-up comic

Bob Marley on masturbation,
married life and Maine

POETRY
Penobscot Poetry Walk
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Downtown Bangor
Free

ENTERTAINMENT
Second annual Fitness
Challenge
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Navy ROTC house
Free
Sports Night Bingo
8 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 18
Memorial Union
Free

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Keamey on FirstClass.

also branched into the film world, co-starring in "The Boondock
Saints" and "Liar's Club."
This Saturday, the Maine Center for the Arts audience got to see
him off the screen and on the stage in two back-to-back, energetic performances.
Marley warmed up with personal anecdotes about married life,
explaining the difficulties of going out to dinner with his wife, who
takes ages to order and always ends up eating his dessert. At one point
he decided that people get married to "get fat together and die."
A couple, perhaps in their 60s, who sat in front of me and reeked of
whiskey got a kick out of this one.
He also recounted the joys of parenthood, such as the trick-or-treatmg incident where his 3-year-old daughter -pooped in her $78.95
Pocahontas costume from the Disney Store.Marley's take on getting caught masturbating and being constipated
because of the Atkins diet was a hit among the crowd, but the clear
favorite came towards the end of the act when he described the follies
of drinking in Maine. He explained that people from out of state go to
bars or clubs to drink, but that real Mainers just bring a keg to the
woods and drink out of plastic cups. Then the boys start getting rowdy
and unruly, and the girls have to decide which fine specimen to pick.
He warned ladies from out of state not to trust Maine guys.
'They look like nice guys on the outside, but on the inside, they're
pure demon. You will never hear a guy in Maine recap his evening
with a nice lady like this: 'Oh my gosh, I'm so lucky. I was staring at
her from across the library and was immediately attracted to her inner
beauty — I took her dancing and I think she's my soul mate. I held her
all night and was going to kiss her, but I didn't want to ruin it.'
Bullshit! Here's what you hear from a guy in Maine: 'I put the boots
to her, dude!"
Opening for Marley was George Hamm, who had a coarser style
but shared Marley's sense of humor about life in Maine. One segment
of his act was dedicated to Dysart's jeopardy.
"What's a phrase you'll never hear at Dysart's? Answer: Hey,
check out that good-looking waitress over there," he said.
Both acts were a success. The audience left with a new appreciation
for what it means to be a Mainer, and were ready to go drink a keg in
the woods.
CAMPUS PHOTOS BY MELISSA ARMES
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For Your
Entertainment
DVDs

"Van
Helsing"
Tuesday, Oct.
19
"Dawn of the
Dead"
Tuesday, Oct.
26
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

CHECK IT OUT — Retirement Check rocked for student voters Wednesday night for UMaine-UVote's "UMaine Rocks
the Vote" in Memorial Union.

All parties impress crowd at rock show
By Erin McNamara
For The Maine Campus
Wednes4416pigtiCs, Rrt.14 4be
Vote concert was a smashing success for all
"part.ies"
CONCERT
involv-er
REVIEW
With a myriad
student
of
political groups stationed in the
North Pod of Memorial Union,
the music got underway promptly
at 7 p.m. with a fantastic performance by the Maine Steiners. This
acappella sub-group of the
University Singers kicked the
night off with a rousing array of
hits and standards. There were
some impressive solos by Ryan
Gould and Jason Paquette, and
the vocal percussion talents of the
group held up as a strong base for
each song.
Up next was the mixed acappella group Bear Vocals. Their

more contemporary repertoire
was made more impressive by
their balanced mix of male and
female voices. Director and primary arranger Mike Dwyer performed some impressive solos.
Kevin Child, vocal percussionist
for the Steiners and the Bear
Vocals, also showed off his
singing abilities in the group's
version of Fuel's "Bad Day," a
rendition that sent shivers down
the audience's collective spine.
They wrapped up their portion of
the evening with a playful
arrangement of "Sweet Dreams"
by the Eurythmics.
Renaissance, an all-female
acappella group, followed Bear
Vocals onstage. The talents of
each group member were showcased in an array of rotating solos.
Hits from now and past decades
were performed, including some
from the 1950's, and alto Becky
Guildford showcased her impres-

sive vocal percussionist abilities.
Renaissance left the crowd
enthused with their performance
of Guns and Roses' classic rock
song,"Sweet Child of Mine."
While they set up for the two
rock bands that were to follow,
host Matt Small encouraged the
audience to head up to the North
Pod where the various political
groups were stationed. There were
tables representing almost every
political group you could think of,
as well as a few you never would
have guessed. Represented were
the College Democrats, the
College Republicans and the
Progressive Student Alliance, to
name a few. There were also
tables set for the Libertarian Party,
the Student Environmental Action
Coalition and the Student
Women's Association. All the
groups were friendly, excited and
serious about their causes, handing out flyers, pamphlets and

stickers galore.
Two local rock bands, PROPEL (People Realizing Other
People Exist in Life) and The,
Retirement Check rounded out a
night that was both politically and
musically diverse. PROPEL got
the crowd swaying with their guitar-laden rocks songs and their
two talented vocalists. Then The
Retirement Check finished pumping up the crowd with their hardcore punk sound. With Propel
offering a wide variety of cover
songs, and The Retirement
Check's mainly original set, the
audience experienced a diverse
infusion of old and new music.
After an energetic night filled
with a wide variety of musical
and political styles and statements, the bands and vocal
groups packed up and called it a
night. The audience left to finish
the homework they had left
undone over fall break, or settled

Unicycles, construction and 'Magic' ... please, no more
he following are some
thoughts I have on
certain aspects of
and
life
campus
things I have noticed around
campus:
If you ride a unicycle just
please stop. OK, it was quirky
and even a little bit amusing
when you first started riding
them around campus, but at the
time there were only a few of
you, making you unique.
However, this grace period
quickly ended as your unicycle
riding antics quickly became
bothersome and to make matters
worse, you started to multiply.
Suddenly,instead ofjust a handful of you, there were what
dozens.
like
seemed
saw a
I
looked
Everywhere I

Matt
Kearney
pimple-ridden face riding one.
It's like you were multiplying
and making babies, but wait,
you probably don't copulate, so
there goes the baby idea. Is
there an evil scientist living in
the basement of Stevens Hall
making more unicycle-babies?
One of my biggest problems
with the unicycle is that it is not
an efficient means of transportation; it looks both tiring and dif•••
1,1,1 t

ficult to ride one, so why would
you ever chose this method to
travel around campus? I can't
wait for winter to come, not
because I ski or snowboard or
even enjoy snow, I just want the
sidewalks to ice over so I can
have a temporary relief from
those damn unicycles.
I have been attending this
university for almost four
years now and as far as I can
remember, there is the same
construction going on every
summer here. Every summer
construction crews tear up the
sidewalk of Long Road next to
Cutler and the steps to Fogler
are guaranteed to be out of
commission. I'm not a civil
engineering major or anything,
but something tells me that

whatever problems plague
these two areas of campus
should have been fixed after
four years of work.
The most aggravating thing
about tearing up the sidewalk
is that it makes Long Road
impassable, meaning to get
from one side of campus to the
other you have to travel out
around the Union. This turns a
simple one minute drive into a
three or four minute drive,
which may not seem like
much, but trust me, over the
course of the summer it takes
its toll. As for the steps to
Fogler, they are just steps.
there is no need to redo them
every year.
Does Talmar Wood scare
See KEARNEY on Page 12

"Shrek 2"
Tuesday, Nov. 2
CDs

Jimmy Eat
World
"Futures"
Tuesday, Oct.
19
Simple Plan
"Still Not
Getting Any"
Tuesday/ Oct.
?6
A Perfect Circle
"Emotive"
Tuesday, Nov. 2
Theaters
"The Grudge"
Friday, Oct. 22
"Surviving
Christmas"
Friday, Oct. 22
"Saw"
Friday, Oct. 29
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'Leisure Suite Larry,'
funny, risque gaming
By Matt Desmond
Staff Writer

College, and starts out with
Larry day-dreaming of being
the big man on campus. Of
Back in the 1980s, a rela- course, he wakes up realizing
tively unknown game designer that just isn't the case. When
named Al Lowe came up with Larry turns on the TV and sees
"Leisure Suit Larry: In the an ad for "Swingles," he gets
the idea that perhaps he could
Land of the Lounge Lizards."
Fast forward to late 2004: a be on the show. With a clever
collection of attractive young
new "Leisure
women, and a series of miniSuit Larry"
VIDEO
games,the player sets out to get
game
is
GAME
Larry laid to impress the
released. In
recruiter for "Swingles."
the new game
REVIEW
The mini-games are fairly
you
play
simple and straightforward, but
Larry Lovage.
get more difficult as you
the nephew ot
progress. The first step in trying
Larry Laffer,
to get lucky is to strike up a constar of the first
versation. In this mini-game,
seven games.
you use the arrow keys on your
Now,before
keyboard or the controller and
I go any furmaneuver a sperm cell and —
ther, I must
I'm not making this up —
throw out the
through a field of good and bad
following: if
choices. The object of the mini
you
are
a
game is to get Larry's sperm cell
member
of
to pass through the green smiley
Greek Life, if
faces to say something positive,
you are a stuand to avoid the red smiley faces
dent athlete, if
to something really awkward or
you
are
a
off the wall. You also have to
member of any
group that promotes a feminist avoid alcoholic beverages, as
agenda, if you listen to emo; if they get Larry drunk and slow
you are offended by juvenile down the response time of the
humor,streaking, drugs or alco- sperm cell. The object is to have
hol; if you're gay, a cheer- the girl's heart be in the green
leader, a fan of country music, a before time runs out to win.
member of the school band; if Other mini-games include dancyou're transgendered; if you're ing and jumping on a trampoJewish, Italian or a member of line, where a girl will call out
the mob, and you would get buttons to hit and you need to
offended by a game poking fun hit them in the exact sequence.
at you, then stop reading. You Also included in the lineup of
won't be able to appreciate the mini-games is quarters, and
humor of the game, but don't there are even a few jobs to earn
worry, it makes fun of every- cash.
The game is spent primarily
one.
"Leisure Suit Larry: Magna wandering around campus
Cum Laude" takes place at looking for ladies. The graphics
Walnut
Log
Community are cartoon-ish, going back to

WMEBTop30
1 Tom Waits • Real Gone
2 Interpol •Antics
3 Black Keys • Rubber Factory
40 and Not U • Power
5 Medeski Martin and Wood • End Of The World Party
(Just In Case)
6 William Shatner • Has Been
7 Elliott Smith • From A Basement On The Hill
8 Talib Kweli • The Beautiful Struggle
9 The Faint • Wet From Birth
10 Japan for Sale Vol. 4• Various Artists
11 Clinic • Winchester Cathedral
12 Late, Great Daniel Johnston • Various Artists
13 Hot Skanes • Audit In Progress
14 King Missile • King Missile
15 Libertines•The Libertines
16 Smoosh • She Like Electric
17 Flogging Molly • Within A Mile Of Home
18 Supergrass• Supergrass Is 10: Best Of 1994-2004
19 Say Anything • ... Is A Real Boy
20 Midnight Movies • Midnight Movies
21 Demon Hunter • Summer of Darkness
22 Joseph Arthur • Our Shadows Will Remain
23 Pinback • Summer In Abaddon
24 American Muse Club • Love Songs For Patriots
25 Bjork • Medulla
26 Camper Van Beethoven • New Roman Times
27 Jukeboxer • In The Food Chain
28 Good Life • Album Of The Year
29 Nightwish • Once
30 Le Tigre •This Island

COURTESY PHOTO BY IGN.COM

In "Leisure Suite Larry: Magna Cum Laude," you run around campus attempting to get
lucky with a female student. The game is filled with various mini-games, making hours of
entertainment.
the series' roots. The audio
itself is spectacular, which is
what I want to spend a little
time talking about. The dialogue in the game is absolutely

amusing scene, Larry has
stripped down naked on campus
in front of a public safety officer to impress someone. The
ensuing dialogue is very map-

In one amusing scene, Larry has stripped
down naked on campus in front ofa public

safety officer to impress someone
hilarious, and there were several times where I actually fell
out of my chair because I was
laughing so hard. Larry is definitely at his A-game here, with
witty lines and comebacks for
almost everything. In one

KEARNEY

propriate, but extremely amusing at the same time.
The one disappointment I
have with the game is that it
really isn't as interactive as the
other games in the series have
been. While the first seven

"Leisure Suit Larry" games
were all about wandering
around and interacting with
various people and objects,
"Magna Cum Laude" has more
mini-games than you can take a
swing at, which makes the
gamer rely more on twitch
reflexes rather than the brain
power that was needed to get
through the puzzles of the first
seven games.
In all, "Leisure Suit Larry:
Magna Cum Laude" is a great
way to pass the torch on to a
younger generation of garners
and will get more people interested in the series. Perhaps a rerelease of the first seven games
is in store for the future, as
there is definitely room for
more of Larry Lovage's adventures.

What's the Frequency?

From Page 11
anyone else or is just me?
Whenever driving through the
low-income apartment complex, I feel the need to lock my
doors, roll-up my windows and
drive as fast as I can to escape
it. It's like Nottingham Forest
from "Robin Hood." Everyone
is afraid to step foot in it. "But
sire, the woods of Talmar are
haunted." The worst thing
about it, is the complex is
immense and is unusually easy
to get lost in. Has anyone ever
counted how many apartments
there actually are there? By my
estimations there have to be at
least 250. And I think a prerequisite for leasing an apartment
is that you have to have at least
one illegitimate baby and drive
a car no newer then 1988.
If you spend more than one
hour a day hanging out in the
Union on the couches near
Starbucks, you really need to
re-evaluate your life.
If you engage in any roleplaying card games and you're
in college, there's a 95 percent
chance you've never gotten
laid.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES

SOOTHING MUSIC — Chris Elliot played original songs on guitar
Thursday night at Campus Activities Board's "The Frequency"
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'Team America' all fun
with strings attached
terrorist hideout to find out
about the next terrorist attack.
Meanwhile, Kim Jong II, in the
I don't remember the role of a James Bond-style vilan lain, is planning to use
but
"Thunderbirds,"
action/adventure series involv- Hollywood's most liberal stars
in his plan for nuclear
puppets
ing
Team
Only
Armageddon.
does sound like
MOVIE
America can stand in the way of
kitsch
great
his evil plans.
entertainment. REVIEW
See puppets devastate popuHowever, I am
landmarks in the name of
lar
shorts
SNL
old
a fan of the
called "Go Lords," which were freedom. See puppets have
parodies of "Thunderbirds." And graphic porno sex. See a Kim
nearly everything South Park Jong II puppet sing about being
creators Trey Parker and Matt lonely. Just go see "Team
Stone, touch turns to solid gold. America: World Police." Maybe
So, I went into "Team America: you're sick of this country's
World Police" with a great deal approach to the war on terror
and feel the U.S. is embarrassCOURTESY PHOTO BY IGN.com
of anticipation.
ethnocentric. Or perhaps "Team America: World Police," by the creators of "South Park," features puppets as the
ingly
Gary has a starring role in
Broadway's hot new show, you're disgusted with uppity main characters. The humor in the movie is both offensive and very amusing.
"Lease" — yeah, that's a parody Hollywood-types who think we
of "Rent." After a performance take stock in what they think and songs, keep the laughs rolling. point. This country dehumanizes the exception of the genius
he is approached by the mysteri- that the United Nations is simply Yet some of the best jokes relied other cultures that oppose us on movie "Cannibal: The Musical."
ous Spottswoode, leader of the useless. No matter what your on the fact that you are watching a daily basis. I'm pretty sure that "Team America" is a refreshing
renowned Team America. He political views are, Parker and puppets. Who can ever get sick Trey Parker and Matt Stone are approach at lampooning our
tells Gary that his talents as an Stone will indeed make fun of of puppets dropping F-bombs or laughing at us rather than people bull-headed values.
Don't walk,run, to see "Team
actor and apparently as a master them. No one is safe from a pup- kicking the ever-loving hell out of other nationalities.
World Police." You
have
America:
Stone
a
and
made
Parker
of each other?
linguist are wanted by his anti- pet's wrath.
until you pee. And
saying
of
laugh
career
will
that
things
stereotypracial
the
of
"Team
of
Some
satire
political
The
terrorist task force. Gary is "disyou stay home then
if
remember,
be
allowed
they
not
if
would
off,
people
some
turn
sounda
might
with
ing
along
America,"
guised" as a Middle Eastern terrorist and placed within a Cairo track of hysterical original but those people are missing the said them with live actors, with the terrorists win.
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
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Latest iPod the best design, price to date
By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
Apple has recently released
their newest version of the iPod.
The fourth-generation iPod continues to improve on its predecessors and proves that in a cluttered
MP3 player market the iPod is
still king.
The biggest change with the
new version is that the menu,skip
track, and stop/pause are now
located on the click wheel. While
this change serves no major function, it makes the iPod slightly
easier to use and more aesthetical-

ly pleasing.
The
new
models come in
20 gigibyte and
40 gigibyte flavors, weighing
only 5.6 and 6.2
ounces, respectively.
only
The
problem to be
had with the
player is that
TECH
the battery life
REVIEW is still not too
While
good.
Apple has improved this notori-

This shot would make even Bazooka
Joe tremble. Throw this down the
hatch, and let it blow you away.

ous problem, it still fails to compare to some other models on the
market,due to the fact that it uses
a lithium ion battery., These types
of batteries lose charge even
while you aren't using them,
making the battery life fairly
short.
There are many reasons to purchase the iPod, including the
price tag of only $279 for the 20
GB model. If you're in the market
for a new MP3 player, the iPod is
the only way to go.
BEN

Bazooka
1 part vodka
1 part blue curacao
1 part milk
Shake briskly with crushed ice and
strain into a shot glass. Serve in a
shot or cocktail glass.

JAMES

CHRISTINA

CATHERINE

AFFLECK GANDOLFINI APPLEGATE O'HARA

www.mainecampus.com

HELLO CEREAL
I

I

I
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lello world. Hello freedom. Hello my own roof with my own rules. Mkt doing the dishi..s
whenever.And music all hours.Hello State Farm agent.The sameone who was there when
I started driving. Helping me now with things I never thought about befine.Ike buying a car
and making investments. Hello adventure. Hello life. We Um Where You Live
What more can your State Farm agent do Jr you? Cull today or visit statefurm.com:4
Dick Hogan, Agent, CLU CPCU
/92 Stillwater Avenue
Bangor, ME 04401
Bus. 207-947-4579
dick.ffogan.blifOstatefann.com
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR
vIES

tar

STATE FARM IS THERE!'

providing insurance and Financial Services
Consult your tax or legal advisor for specific advice. State Farm •Home Offices:
Bloomington, It.
P1)4014105.4)4

Share the warmth.

Surviving Christmas
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SEXUAL CONTENT LANGUAGE AND
A BRIEF DRUG HUENEME

Starts Friday, October 22 At Theatres Everywhere

Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Use what you've recently learned
to advance in your career. You
don't have to tell anybody what it
is; just knowing will boost your
confidence.

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
It shouldn't be long before you
have the assignment pretty well
wrapped up. You may be able to
get away for a little while then but
not now.
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Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You're so darned cute, it's hard
for your admirers to leave you
alone. In the proper time and setting, there's no reason to resist
— which you've probably figured
out.

4 1110
Irsoal

hit

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
As usual, your early expenditure
of energy pays off. You're prepared when a critic asks pointed
questions. If you're not ready yet,
hustle.

50 DO YOU
PLAY BASKETBALL?

Leo
July 23 to August 22

No BUT MY
BOYFRI-E1\lc)
DoEs

MY BOYFRIENDS

fAvoRrrE coLofz
Is BLUE!

By now you should be just about
ready to start taking on new projects. You should pretty well know
what you and the others want. If
not, do that first.

Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You may feel like you're pouring
money into a hole. Hopefully, it
has a bottom, and you'll be
pleased with the results. Stay in
control as much as you can; the
worst is just about over.

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
By doing things yourself, you'll
learn and save more. Don't sit
around and wait for someone
else to come to your rescue.
Others do it themselves all the
time. How hard can it be?
(Electrical wiring and dentistry
excluded.)

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Gather up as much as you can;
you'll have new interests soon.
Save some money to buy instructional books for yourself.
Educational videos work even
better.

Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
There's no reason why a great,
thoughtful, compassionate person like you should be broke.
Allow abundance to come into
your pocket. Then don't spend it
all on your friends.

YOU'RE PHIL_
RIGHT?
TAKING NAMES,

THE

RES
VENTU
OF

MAKIN'
THEM PAY.

BACK FROM
THE DEAD.

BY

WILLIAM
MORTON
(:C) MM

REVENGE
15 SWEET.

SKuM
REVENGE

THE BEST
REVENGE 15
TO LEAD A
GOOD LIFE.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Your admirers come from far and
near. There's hardly enough time
to entertain them all, especially
with chores to be done.
Tomorrow will be even worse.
Send out for food.

Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Figure out what's needed and
required, and do what you can to
provide it for a person who's
slightly confused. You'll acquire a
lifelong friend.

IT ALL EVENS
OUT IN THE END.

www.mortco.azitcom #91

Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
The cleaner you get all the nooks
and crannies, the better you're
going to feel. And the more confidence you'll have when asking
for the next thing you want.

CHEWING
BUBBLEGUM,
AND GETTING
READY TO KICK
SOME ASS.

CAMPUS KID COMICS by Jacob Ouellette

IIMAINE SHOWERS
ONSHHHH

WHHSSQQHHSS

YOUR TURN
NO THANKS,I
THINK ru JUST
GO USE THE FIRE
HYDRANT OUT
FRONT
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Where were we?

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Tips off
6 Land measures
11 Hubbub
14 Model of
excellence
15 The March King
16 Actress Arthur
17 Not affiliated
with a party
19 Picnic raider
20 Volcanic events
21 Savor
23 18-wheeler
24 " Miniver"
25 Fondle
26
& breakfast
28 Stand up
29 Takes part in
battle
34 Find a buyer
38 Go astray
39 Personal
records
41 Bering or Ross
42 Slender-waisted
insect
44 Cut crosswise
46 Has bills
48 As well
49 Speed setters
52 Med. scan
others
55 "Do
as..."
58 Stood up
59 Charlie Brown's
exclamation
61 Religious
prohibition
62 Cheerfully
obliging
64 PGA peg
65 Prepare to pray
66 Heavily
populated
67 Golfer Ernie
68 Transmits
69 Industrial city on
the Ruhr
DOWN
1 Port and hock
2 Love to pieces
3 Revises the
order of
4 London diapers
5 Blind strip
6 John Jacob or
Mary
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7 Pocket change
8 Tim of "Star
Trek: Voyager"
9 NASA's ISS
partner
10 Christmas
employees
11 Humble
12 Fender flaws
13 Hall and
18 Periphery
22 Liberal
25 Walking sticks
27 June honoree
28 Cut of pork
29 Hem or mend
30 Time of note
31 Refers to as an
example
32 Jolly sailors
33 Novelist Levin
35 Tallinn people
36 Spike or Peggy
37 Young bloke
40 In position
43 Edgar Allan and
others
45 Paths taken

Solutions
NASS3 SONS S13
3SN30 1N>43 3 1
1NVSIV1dtA100 NIS
.d 3 I HOC1009

3SOH V

oiNn
11:1161 SE130Vd
00 1
SBMO
03103SNV81 dSVM
V3S S3IHVICI HEI3
1135
NO 110VS33S
ISV1
0 3 8
SS3HVO
SHVI
I IA/9S
21SVI. SNO I ldf1H3
NVS IlLIVdNON
NV
vsnos
1 V 30 I
V 3 8
S3HOV
SNHVM
OC1V
47 Ships on reefs
49 Costume jewelry
50 Sharon of Israel
51 Rods' partners
52 Sulked
53 Dinner bread
54 Nev. neighbor

56 Not at all relaxed
57 Time after time
59 FBI personnel
60 Author of "The
Immoralist"
63 Unspecified
individual

Join
the
gang
Write for
Sports section.
Contact Matt Conyers on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1268 for details.

oday we're going to talk
about how I can't carry a
beat in a bucket.
Honestly, the last time I
tried to convince people that I had
any rhythm, they thought I was
having a seizure.
Why is this important? Well,
ordinarily, it's not. Most of the
time, those among us with no musical talent can slide through life
without anyone else ever really
catching on. Every once in a while
it comes out, though, and the
results are never pretty.
My secret slipped out recently
while I was going to the mall with
a friend of mine. I was just driving
along when a song I like came on
the radio. Unconsciously, I started
silently singing along, vaguely
aware that I really only knew about
every other word or so of the lyrics.
Whatever. So there I am,lip-synching to the radio when she casually
points out that I look like some sort •
of horribly dubbed Godzilla movie.
"You don't really know this
song, do you?"
"Uhh ... why?"
"Because you haven't been even
remotely close for about three minutes. Most people would have
given up by now."
So what if! make William Hung
look like Frank Sinatra? I don't
think it's my fault. Besides, it's not
like I'm the one running around
screaming "she bangs" at the top of
my lungs. At least I know my limits.
I remember in seventh grade,
when everyone else was excited
about finally being able to join
choir or band, how much I dreaded
the thought of either. I actually let
the faculty talk me into trying to
play the saxophone. By the end of
the summer, I was convinced that
saxophones had been invented to
torture prisoners of war. I think I
actually managed to swallow a reed
at one point. Of course, we had the
big end-of-summer concert right
before the start of the school year
to show our parents just how much
we had learned at the expense of
their hearing and checking
accounts. My best effort still
sounded like a cow being hit by a
bus. It was about three seconds into
this concert before I realized there
were several other saxophones sitting around me and that if I didn't
actually play anything, no one
notice.
probably
would
Unfortunately, I wasn't the only
one with this idea. Out of about
150 kids, I think we had one flute
and some arrhythmic drum pounding coming from the back. The
band director was not amused.
So band didn't work out.
Considering that my just-enteredpuberty singing voice still sounded
like Sam Kinison sticking his head
in a hornet nest, I opted not to try
for choir and headed into the only
alternative: general music. I
wouldn't say the six of us in this
class had been exiled there, but the
instructor sure went out of his way

T

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
to make sure we knew that was the
case. Really, this guy wasn't even
trying. This first quarter of the year
was each spent studying one song.
I'm not making this up — we spent
nine weeks studying "In the
Ghetto."
I'd like to be able to say that this
was some sort of precollege music
theory course, but in reality, all it
consisted of was us spending 50
minutes a day sitting on the choir
stands talking while the teacher
read the newspaper with "In the
Ghetto" running on repeat. Every
day, for nine weeks straight, I had
to listen to "In the Ghetto" about 18
times in a row. At the end of the
first quarter, we were given a test
that consisted of the following
questions:
What was the name of the song?
Who wrote it?
What is the song about?
I got an A because I knew the
name, that it was by Elvis, and that
"if there's one thing that she don't
need, it's another hungry mouth to
feed ... in the ghetto." Everyone in
class was pretty relieved when the
teacher said that we weren't going
to have to listen to "In the Ghetto"
any more, at Mast until he told us

that the next nine weeks were
going to be entirely devoted to "I
am Henry the Eighth I am." At the
end of the "I am Henry the Eighth I
am" quarter, I only got a B because
even though every one was a Henry
— Hen-ery — I had absolutely no
idea who was singing. I maintain to
this day that he never actually told
us that.
After winter break, the teacher
really did give up and just started
making us watch movies. He only
gave us three to pick from, but at
least it gave us a little variety from
day to day. You would not believe
the details you can pick out of
"Grease," "West Side Story" or
"Fantasia" after you've seen 37
movies in the last three months.
After awhile, the people in Grease
actually start to look and sound
cool. That's when you know things
have gone too far. I can't believe
that they were actually paying the
teacher for any of that.
Eventually music was no longer
a requirement in school. I couldn't
have been more relieved. To this
day, I go out of my way to avoid
situations that will call for any
demonstration of musical aptitude.
It's for the best — I only know two
songs and it's impossible to dance
to "I am Henry the Eighth I am"
anyway.
"Second verse, same as the
first!"

probably publish
If you send me comics,
them. Send black-and-white TIFFs on
FirstClass to Tracy Collins or drop off
photocopies of your originals. Call
581-1267 with questions.
Tracy Collins, production
manager, The Maitu Ga us
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Black Bears surprise at NE championships
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor

Up Next
M. Soccer v. Hartford
7 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Hartford, Conn.
Field Hockey v. Vermont
11 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Morse Field
M. Hockey v. St. Lawrence
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct 22
Alfond Arena
Volleyball v. Northeastern
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Memorial Gym
Volleyball v. Northeastern
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Memorial Gym

rival
conference
ented
University of New Hampshire
in the race. The victory marked
UMaine's second straight win

While the majority of the
campus headed home for fall
break, the University of Maine
cross country teams made their
presence felt throughout New
England. On Friday, Oct. 8, the
two teams traveled to Franklin
Park in Boston, Mass., for the
New England Championship,
the first of a series of big postseason meets.
The race, often a precursor
to the upcoming conference
meets, served as a pivotal test
for the Black Bears. Most
notably, the men's squad, which
shocked the 45-team field with
a surprising third place overall
finish and a 10th place individual performance by senior
Michael Lansing. The girls finished in 23rd place overall —
with Hana Pelletier leading the
way with a 56th place overall
finish.
The Black Bears surprising
finish came at a perfect time
with the conference championships only two weeks away. of Wildcats in meets this seaUMaine was able to defeat tal- son. UMaine finished the meet

Lansing carried the
squad with an
impressive time of
25:00 minutes over
the 4.95 mile course
to cross thefinish
linefirstfor the
Black Bears.

with 181 points and first place
finisher Providence earned 159
on the day. Boston College garnered second place overall. The
Black Bears also defeated talented squads from Quinnipiac,
Tufts and Dartmouth.
Lansing carried the squad
with an impressive time of
25:00 minutes over the 4.95
mile course, to cross the finish
line first for the Black Bears.
Following shortly after Lansing
was steady No. 2 man Jeff
Caron, who pulled in a 27th
place finish with an overall
time of 25:26. Kirby Davis finished next behind Caron, with a
30th place finish. Davis crossed
the finish line with a time of
25:29. Donald Drake was the
Black Bears fourth man, posting a 38th place finish at a time
of 25:44, while Joshua Trevino
rounded out the scoring finishing 78th . Trevino crossed the
tape at 26:18.
The women's squad was
highlighted by Pelletier's 56th
place finish. Pelletier ran the 5k
race in 19:08. Grabbing the second spot for the women's squad
was Kristen Vidlak with a

19:52, good enough for 127th
place. Shelby Howe finished
closely behind Vidlak with a
130th place finish at 19:54.
Rounding out the scoring for
the women were Miranda
Szwec and Brie Jellison, who
placed 138th and 181st respectively.
Overall, the men's race saw
16th
ranked
Providence
College capture its 24th championship. It also marked the
fifth consecutive New England
crown for Providence head
coach Ray Treacy's team and
the team's eighth title in 10
years. Friar junior Martin
Fagan won the race in a
astounding time of 24:40. It
marked the 22nd individual
championship for a PC runner
at the meet since 1964.
Providence scored 25 points as
well, totaling the sixth lowest
point total in the history of the
meet.
Both UMaine squads return
to action on Oct. 30th in the
all-important conference championship. The Conference meet
will be held in Durham, NH.

Men's rugby finishes season with narrow defeat

Football v. Northeastern
2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Morse Field

Jendrasko. "It was probably our "We played as a team."
Maine will return with its
best game all year."
Maine went into the game entire team next fall, except for
The University of Maine plagued by injuries. They had one player, Bill Riechl, who will
men's
rugby team finished their only 15 players, forcing all 15 to be graduating in the spring.
M. Hockey v. St. Lawrence
Reich!, who is from Scarborough,
fall
season
with a strong game on play the entire game.
7 p.m.
not
was the team captain and was
Bears
were
The
Black
Sunday. The Black Bears took on
Saturday, Oct. 23
expecting to play. They had not also player-coach for the first half
what
was
lost
15-5
in
Bates
and
Aliond Arena
both their best defensive and practiced all week, because Bates of the season until Matt Young
had originally forfeited to the was hired to coach the Black
offensive
game of the season.
M. Soccer v. Binghamton
Black Bears earlier in the season. Bears halfway through the seahalftime
10-0,
trailing
at
After
12 p.m.
Black Bears learned on son.
The
Will Tole scored the Black Bears
Sunday, Oct. 24
The Black Bears will miss
Thursday
that they would have to
only try of the season. The fiveAlumni Field
point try was all the scoring the make up the game, therefore Reich!, who has been one of their
young Black Bears could muster Bates came to Orono on Sunday. best forwards for years. The team
W. Soccer v. New
"We had a whole different is also excited about its future and
season.
this
Hampshire
pack.
We had a whole differ- rookies, who showed a lot of
"I thought we played well
Sunday, Oct 24
line," said Jendrasko. promise this season. Maine's
ent
back
Jason
junior
today," said
strong rookie class includes forwards Chris Lebrun, Luke
Brousseau, Mike Growth and
Tom Loring, and back Matt
28 companies are coming to Wells Conference Center for an
Mosley.
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus

Have you heard?

Engineering Job Fair
Thursday,October 21,2004
from 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Come check it out!!

Bring your resumes!!

Participants attending and their websites
Analog Devices, inc.
RAE SYSTEMS
hit r?4VW lews.na.bacsystents coin
Bah ima Works
tincriwwwgilbtw,corn
Climatic* Corporation
Met!. %,a^a...ciarthr4r.,com
Dowser
hrtirEa ww.tiorntancarn
Diefrosue-ifeary
imp;iiwwwdutte,trie-ticnry,coiri
(Aflame
tattryiv.a walltranecoxono
GZA.GeoEuvirounwatal. or
Imp:; 004 %vv.* com
Indian Health Service
wan. gor
in qr.,
laternatiotui Paper
tfltp:fww.toprr corn
labeasys
hitp:;,,ANva rnvemys.com
Kiewit Coastructioa Compaay
4 k train.corn
him..'IA t4,
asspower
http::>wwm. main:powcrproanatcons
Nobel' Engineoriog.Inc.
lutp:kitstywitolvisengincering.com

PBS&I
htir-'wwwpbsj.rorn
Portsmouth Navel Shipyard
http:: WV,ponr.na v y.
Pratt & Whitney
lutriwww.pa.utc,com
Proctor & Gamble Compaay,The
him.cm,corn
Public Service of Now Halltpshire
tum:Owuw.ptith.corta
Cwrtt
Quarlic Syrtattat matiaiory ofTaints* neinivond
http;i.fwww.arraira.cont
SGC Engiuteriag.EEC
htiriAalvw,sgerng.corn
V.S.Air ForeetOtecer Programs
hap:1**-w.arriorcc..c
U.S. Army New Eugland Recruiting Battalion
http:tiwww.goatrii y

U.S. Marines
harliwrxwinanneoffnx.r.com
U.S. Navel Undersea %Wray* C41111tr
httreliwww.riptnowc.navyrnil
CSDA Natural Resources CUaservetiost Service
hap;,:wwwiirccusda,goy
White Mountais National Forest, USDA imam Service
hurfiwww(sled.titirgrwhite
Wright-Memo
hurfiwww.wright-ptercecum

Companies will be conducting on the spot interviews!

The Black Bears finished their
season 0-5, but they have a spring
tournament season. The schedule
of the spring tournaments will be
announced at a later date.
The women's rugby team saw
action on Saturday against
Bowdoin on Lengyel Field. The
team fell to 0-4 on the year with
the loss. Rookie forward Kylee
Newman scored for the Black
Bears in the game. The score was
their first of the season. Bowdoin
improved to 2-2 on the season.
The women's team will take
on New Hampshire next weekend, which is Homecoming, at
Lengyel Field for their season
finale. The game will begin at
11:30 a.m. The Wild Cats have a
record of 2-0-1 and have not
allowed a single point all season.

Volleyball drops two on the road
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus

10 kills, while sophomore Shelly
Seipp recorded 44 assists.
Binghamton tallied 26 team blocks
was led by senior Michele
and
Maine
volThe University of
leyball team lost a pair of America Heck's 18 kills.
The Black Bears traveled to
East matches this weekend,falling
to Binghamton and Albany. The Albany Saturday night looking to
to deal the Great Danes their first
traveled
Bears
Black
Binghamton Friday night and lost a America East loss and pull into a
close match 3-2, then went to first place tie, but fell short losing
Albany and were beaten 3-0. The 3-0. Albany won the games 30-21,
losses snapped a team record ten- 30-20, and 30-16. Senior Brittany
match winning streak, which Howe recorded 10 kills and hit
includes exhibition wins over .600 in the match, but the Great
Waterloo and dropped UMaine to Danes hit .506 as a team and
9-8 on the season, 3-2 in America UMaine only managed to hit .190
as a team. Albany was led by sophEast play.
UMaine won the first game at omore Shelby Goldman's 15 kills
Binghamton 30-27, but the and sophomore Blair Buchannan's
Bearcats answered by winning the 43 assists.
UMaine, which fell to third
next two 25-30 and 27-30. Maine
gutted out a 30-20 win in game place in the conference, will look
four to force a tie breaker, but fell to rebound when it returns to
just short in the decisive game five, Memorial Gymnasium to host sec11-15. Junior Kaili Jordan led the ond place Northeastern — whose
Black Bears with 18 kills, while current record stands at 13-8, and
junior Leah Guidinger had 12 and 4-1 in the conference Friday night
junior Shannan Fotter had 11. at 7:00 p.m. The Black Bears will
Senior Carmen Morgan led the also host last place Hartford
team with 15 digs and also added Saturday at 4:00 p.m.
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WINS
From Page 20
Corey received the ball, then
turned and fired a low, hard shot
inside the left post at 4:05 giving
UMaine a 1-0 lead.
UMaine quickly recorded
another goal after midfielder
Marie-Andree Canuel flicked a
pass over to Hathorn. Hathorn proceeded to hit a rocket of a shot that
grazed the underside of the cross
bar and found the back of the net.
The goal gave Maine a 2-0 lead at
16:14.
Immediately after scoring their
second goal UMaine went searching for goal number three on a free
kick taken by Allison Kelly.Canuel
headed a shot into the top corner
giving the Black Bears an impressive 3-0 lead at 21:00.
Late in the first half on another
free kick, Hathorn headed a pivotal
through ball to midfielder Laura
Harper, who fired a shot past
Hartford's goaltender Liz Cook
giving the Bears another goal and
increasing their advantage to 4-0 at
41:38.
As the half time whistle sounded, the Black Bears took a commanding lead to the locker room.
UMaine dominated the play from
end to end. The Bears defense was
also impressive by not allowing a
shot on goal in the half.
While maintaining play in
Hartford's half the majority of the
time, UMaine's dominance continued in the second half. Maine
placed crosses left and right
through the Hawk's box with
chance after chance for the Black
Bears.
The game got physical and the
whistle came out on both sides of
the ball as the second half winded
down.
Late in the second half UMaine
struck again when midfielder
Natalie Berry carried the ball down
the sideline and played a cross into
the box. Harper met it with a knee
into the net giving, the Black
BERTSCHINGER
Bears an even greater lead of 5-0 at
forward Heather Hathorn steps in front of Hartford defender to regain possession of the ball.
UMaine
—
PURSUIT
BALL
87:37.
shutout Hartford 5-0 on Friday afternoon.
The shutout gave Tanya Adorno Maine was aggressive all game and
turned up the pressure the lead.
Vermont
Koehnlein played a pass to Melissa
her 17th career shutout tying the "take it one day at a time by doing
first
the
of
half
minutes
last
the
who found the back of
UMaine
Witkiewicz,
in
responded
by
adding
University of Maine record for what we need to do to be affective
defense
held
strong,
UMaine's
another
the score to 3-1.
but
On
goal.
the
cutting
Hathorn
net
the
play
Bears
career shutouts. The Black
and control the play."
As the game began to wind
UMaine controlled the play for enabling the Bears to carry a 1-0 played a hard cross through the
improved to 9-4-1 and 3-2 in the
middle finding Laura Harper. down Vermont got rough and
most of the game. The teams bat- lead into the locker room.
conference with the victory.
The Black Bears tallied another Harper finished the play giving began to foul left and right attempt"We come out every game the tled back and forth until late in the
same way," said Adorno,"we just half when Hathorn played a ball goal on a corner kick early in the UMaine a 3-0 lead. The goal was ing to force UMaine into mistakes.
forward to Harper who carried the second half. The ball bounced Harper's second of the game and The Black Bears played through it
come to play."
against
ball down the left side and fired a around the box until Corey picked fourth of the weekend, while the and came away with a well fought
up
In Sunday's match
Vermont,the Black Bears came out shot that caught the inside of the up the lose ball and struck a shot assist gave Hathorn the career 3-1 victory.
The Bears improved to 10-4-1
flying. On an early corner kick, right post to give UMaine a 1-0 into the back of the net for a 2-0 points record at 59 points with
lead
was
on
UMaine
at
reguthe season and 4-2 in the congoal
56:01.
the
in
The
remaining
32:31.
three games
Canuel brought down the ball and lead at
The
and
ference.
weekend
The win also improves
Catamounts
picked
up
their
season.
the
lar
of
third
Harper's
let a rocket of a shot go that hit the
play
of
just
and
them
to
with
share
half,
at home. UMaine plays
5-1
second
a
Vermont
Hathorn
the
in
Late
gave
forward
assist
the
the
off
cross bar holding UMaine
Cassandra
points
remaining,
the
of New Hampshire
minutes
University
five
career
VanLeeuwen
over
a
for
let
shot
record
school
the
score board.
"Our attitude is we take each with current assistant coach Annie go that the post and Maine's goal- Vermont got their first tally on an on Sunday at 2:30 on Alumni
keeper Adorno stopped preserving indirect free kick in the box. Jaime Field.
effort as it comes," said Atherley, Hamel at 58.

OPENER
From Page 20
On Saturday. the Black Bears
used a feverish comeback to
achieve the stalemate. With a 2-0
advantage in front of them and
2:45 left in the game, UMaine
was able to score two late goals
and force overtime for the tie. The
first goal came when Julie Poulin
blasted a shot that was redirected
by Karine Senecal to cut the
Catamount lead to 2-1. Then, with
less than two minutes to play, the
Black Bears pulled freshman
goalie Jayme Wilmann for a 6-on5 advantage.

One minute later, Kate
Sundstrom found Poulin near the
blue line. After receiving the pass,
the freshman defender rifled a
shot pass Vermont goalie Kami
Cote to tie the game and send the
match to extra frames.
Saturday's two hour and 26
minute marathon saw the Black
Bears outshoot Vermont 40-29.
However,in overtime, both teams
combined for three shots, two of
them belonging to UMaine.
Vermont was lead by Kate
Hudspeth, who scored both goals
for the Catamounts. Her first
goal came 5:25 into the second
period, when she stole the puck
at center ice. Hudspeth proceeded to race down the ice and rip a

Saturday's two hour
and 26 minute
marathon saw the
Black Bears outshoot
Vermont 40-29.

slap shot past Wilmann.
Four minutes later, the
Burlington native's second goal
came when Vermont had a 5-on-3
advantage. After Caitlin Barnes
took a shot from the blue line,
Hudspeth was able to redirect the
puck in for a 2-0 advantage.
On Friday, UMaine's first
offensive strike came within the
first four minutes of the game.
Senior forward Tristan Desmet
was able to recover a loose puck
near the blue line, where she was
able to maneuver her way past the
Catamount defense to beat Cote
for a 1-0 lead.
Aside from flexing their offensive muscle, the Black Bears also
provided a physical presence

accounting for 17 penalty minutes
compared to the Catamounts'
four. En route to the victory, the
Black Bears shutdown the
Catamount offense on every powerplay. UMaine out shot the
Catamounts 27-21 in the match.
After a second period that saw
no goals on 11 shots, sophomore
Sonia Conlveau was able to add
an insurance goal with 13 minutes
left in the third period. Corriveau,
who scored 10 goals in her first
season at Maine. scored off a
rebound from her own shot.
The team will play their home
opener against Brown at 7 p.m. on
Oct. 29. The team will host St.
Jerome for two exhibition games
on Oct. 30 and 31.
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FIRE AWAY — James Madison quarterback Justin Rascati prepares for a clear pass. Maine lost this Atlantic 10 conference
the final minute to grab the victory.
at the 19-yard line, just a minute emerged from the endzone with his fullback Chris Iorio, leaving
no time for UMaine to answer
into the second quarter, quarter- the ball and six points.
"I touched it," said LeZotte. before the teams headed to the
back Ron Whitcomb lobbed a
pass down the center of the field "I thought it was an interception locker room.
From Page 20
The third quarter belonged to
to Kevin McMahan. The JMU pass and then I heard [UMaine's]
roar
and
I
was
Tony
LeZotte
crowd
are
you
UMaine
as the offense scored
defense
thought
like,
running game against JMU, but
back-to-back touchdowns, and
had picked the ball off until kidding me."
the wideouts still saw success.
With six minutes left in the the defense held JMU scoreless.
McMahan
had
With a third down and the ball UMaine's
second quarter, cornerback The first touchdown was a 2 yard
Devon Goree recovered a JMU run by Williams to give UMaine
fumble to give UMaine another the go-ahead, 13-10. The second
chance to score before the half, TD came just four minutes later
but two plays later Ron when Whitcomb hit his main man
Whitcomb was intercepted by Christian Pereira for another six
LeZotte.
and UMaine's last score.
That pick set up a touchdown
The Black Bears defense
pass completed from Rascati to recovered three fumbles, tallied
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CLASSIFIEDS
ilitin
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING CLASSES START
SOON! 1-800-U-CAN-MIX
WWW.UNIVERSITY BARTENDING.COM SIGN UP
NOW!

count for all the HOT Spring
Break trips! NEW — Las
Vegas! Puerto Vallarta!
28 Years of Travel TWO Free
Trips — 15 travellers
1-866-SPRINGBreak
www.usaspringbreak.com

Sales, make $1000/week
email
chris@l888snowp1w.com

Tlitoring
Tutoring, ENG,Lit., Writing
term papers, beginner French.
Can help with midterms,
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battle 24-20. JMU scored in
two sacks and broke up five of
Rascati's passes.
Brandon
McGowan led the way with 13
tackles, and Daren Stone had 10.
"This is the third close game
that we've lost and that can really take a toll on the psyche of the
team," said Williams. "We really
need to come together and dig
deep. We're not going to let a
shaky start to this year mess up
what we want to accomplish."
The Black Bears will be hungry for their next opponent on
Saturday, Oct. 23, when UMaine
hosts Northeastern for homecoming weekend.

The Curse of the Bambino redux
By Katy Vanorse
For The Maine Campus

time, you know something will
come out of his mouth that will end
up coming back to kick him in the
Ever heard the saying "silence is butt. Take last year, for example.
golden?" Yeah,I'm sure you have. During a postgame interview, a
Most adults say that to kids when reporter asked Pedro what he
they're mouthing off or when they thought about "the curse." Pedro's
say something that they shouldn't words were,"I don't believe in any
damn curses. Wake up the bambidiscuss.
I think the Red Sox should start no, maybe I'll drill him in the ass."
taking the saying "silence is gold- The Sox then ended up, well, we all
know what happened at the 2003
en" to heart.
When the Red Sox made their American League Championship
way into the ALCS after defeating series.
This year, I don't know if I
Anaheim with a 3-0 sweep, most
should
consider the infamous Pedro
started
sayfans
analysts
and
sports
ing how the Red Sox would win the comment an insult or a compliment
World Series this year. People were towards the Yankees. After Pedro
claiming that this was a better Red lost one of the final games of the
Sox team than last year. Yes,statis- regular season to the Yankees, the
tically,the Red Sox do have a better pitcher told reporters during a
team than last year, but there is still postgame interview, "I might as
one problem that lingers, not just well tip my hat and call the Yankees
for the Sox, but for every team in my daddy." At this year's game
baseball: People like to run their two of the ALCS,raging chants of
"who's your daddy" echoed
mouths.
When all the hype starting com- throughout Yankee Stadium whening out about the Sox being the ever Pedro was on the mound.
team to beat this year, it was almost Pedro claims that the chants didn't
as if a green light started blinking bother him."
I actually realized that I was
for the players to start running their
mouths about what they wanted to somebody important, because I
do. When the Sox found out that caught the attention of 60,000 peothey would be playing none other ple, plus you guys, plus the whole
than the Yankees, it seemed as if world watching a guy that if you
reverse the time back 15 years ago,
everything went into overdrive.
Anyone who is the slightest bit a I was sitting under a mango tree
Red Sox fan knows that Pedro without 50 cents to actually pay for
Martinez likes to speak what is on a bus.And today,I was the center of
his mind. Sometimes, those state- attention of the whole city of New
ments can be the funniest thing that York. I thank God for that, and you
you have ever heard. Yet if he gets know what? I don't regret one bit
started on a heated topic, such as what they do out there. I respect
playing the Yankees, whether it be them, and I actually kind of like it
during the regular season or playoff because I don't like to brag about

myself, I don't like to talk about
myself, but they did make me feel
important."
Way to make yourself feel
important, Pedro. It probably
would have felt even more important if you had actually won the
game.
Curt Schilling, in his first year
with the team, has already gotten
himself into trouble. During an
interview on the final workout day
before game one of the ALCS,
Schilling said,"In 1993 we went to
Atlanta and I can remember,I was
pitching the next day and I was
talking to Terry Mulholland,and he
said the awesome thing about being
a starting pitcher is you have the
ability to make 55,000 people shut
up when you're on the road.I'm not
sure I can think of any scenario
more enjoyable than making
55,000 people from New York shut
up."
Schilling went on to last only
three innings and gave up seven
runs to New York. This is the same
pitcher who was ranked third alltime for having the lowest ERA
during the postseason. Good job
Curt, you really shut them up in that
game.
I never used to believe in curses.
I thought the Curse of the Bambino
was a bunch of bull and should be
put to rest. At this point, though, I
think that there actually is a curse
on the Red Sox,and it's a curse that
they put on themselves. Maybe if
they all kept quiet during the playoffs, we could witness something
that hasn't happened since 1918,a
World Series Championship
brought back to Boston.
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College football midseason report card
By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus

off the college radar completely.
Let's start with the positive
surprises. The
Wisconsin
Badgers, 7-0, are the team to
beat in the Big 10, having upset
nationally ranked Purdue 20-17
this past weekend. The win
pushed the Badgers into the
seventh spot in ESPN/USA
Today's coaches poll, and they
now look poised to enter one of
the big four bowl games for the
first time since 2000. While
Wisconsin was busy taking over
as the top dog in the Big 10,
Michigan continued winning
conference games, and along
with Purdue, there are three Big
10 teams who are still ranked in
the top 15 nationally.
Joining the Badgers as two
other sleeper picks are the Utah
Utes and the Boise State
Broncos, who both sit at 6-0 at
weeks end. Both teams are putting together great campaigns
and could end up undefeated, as
neither team will play another
nationally ranked team for the
year.
of the
remainder
Unfortunately, even if both
teams stay perfect, there is still
little to no chance they will end
up in a national championship
game, due to their scheduling
disadvantage. Since both teams
play against much weaker competition than teams like
Oklahoma or Miami, they do
not receive statistical pull with
BCS computers, and even

though their record looks better
than
Florida
State's
or
Georgia's at 5-1, they are
regarded as weaker teams.
Finally, I must talk about a
shocking disappointment so far
this season. Ohio State, a
national champion two years
ago, has completely selfdestructed. Still surrounded by
media problem Maurice Clarett,
the Buckeyes continue to create
more problems on the field,
having lost three straight
games. Even at the start of this
year, Ohio State was regarded
as a team to beat, but now are
just looking to beat a team.
They can't stop the run, stop the
pass or create offensive yards.
As the race for the BCS
championship heats up, so does
the Heisman trophy debate.
Last year's winner, Oklahoma
quarterback Jason White, is still
in the hunt after putting the OU
offense on his back for the past
couple of weeks. So far he has
completed 66 percent of his
passes for 1,228 yards, while
throwing 13 touchdowns, compared to fourinterceptions.
Other quarterbacks joining him
on the watch list are Kyle Orton
of Purdue, Matt Leinart of USC,
and
Aaron
Rodgers
of
California. While Orton has
seen his stock fall in the past
few weeks,Leinart and Rodgers
are both making huge contributions to their teams' quest for
the PAC 10 title. Both quarter-

backs have thrown for over
1,100 yards on the season,completed over 65 percent of their
passes, and tossed 11 or more
touchdowns, with Leinart having a slight edge over Rodgers
in USC's 23-17 win over state
rival California.
This year's race isn't just
limited to gunslingers, however.
A pair of running backs from
Oklahoma have made their
presence felt far this season.
Oklahoma's Adrian Peterson
and Oklahoma State's Vernand
Morency are performing so similarly that casual fans of the
game may mistake which player
plays for which team. Morency
has the slight statistical edge
right now, but with six games
remaining in the season, it
could truly come down to the
last game to see which running
back is the best in Oklahoma.
Anthony Davis, a member of
the Wisconsin Badgers, is one
of reasons Wisconsin is off to
such a great start this year,
despite having missed three
games. Davis, a senior, has
pounded for 525 yards to date,
averaging 5.4 yards per carry
for the Badgers. To round off
the list of big-time running
backs, Cedric Benson of the
Texas Longhorns is carrying the
Longhorns to a 5-1 record and a
ninth place ranking in the
ESPN/USA
Today
poll.
Through six games, Benson has
rushed for 988 yards, averaging

12-11.
UMaine increased their advantage at the start of the second,
when Jon Jankus recorded a goal
From Page 20
at 4:22. Jankus was able to poke
--11Tht--aayc, and then it was fine in the shot after a soft pass directgoing from there. The boys made ly in the front by Josh Soares.
it easy for me," said Matt Lundin. Mike Hamilton recorded a assist
"It's hard to take out the best goal- on the play as well. Niagara fired
tender in the nation, but I am right back with a goal of their own
happy with how I performed."
a minute later at 5:21 when Mike
The appearance in net was not Maier was assisted by Time
lost on brother and fellow Madsen and Cliff Ketchen.
UMaine player Mike Lundin.
The Black Bears responded at
"He's been working hard. I 13:14 on a power-play goal by
was very proud and happy for him Damon. The play saw Damon
to get a chance here," said Mike recover a wide-open rebound pass
Lundin. "For his first college and proceed to fire a low shot in
hockey game, he played awe- on Van Nynatten. He was assisted
some."
by Leveille and Mike Lundin.The
On Saturday night the Black Black Bears added another at
Bears struck first in the opening 14:25, when Ben Murphy took a
period, when Damon registered a shot from the slot after Mike
rebound goal at 13:05. The play Hamilton fed him a beautifully
began when Lundin passed the placed pass. Brent Shepheard also
puck to Billy Ryan, who proceed- recorded an assist on the play.
ed to fire a rocket on net. Damon UMaine finished the second perileaped on the rebound for the od outshooting Niagara, 14-11.
tally. After the game, Whitehead
Niagara registered a powertalked about Ryan, the catalyst of play goal 50 seconds into the third
the first goal.
period when Clark scored with
"Billy Ryan looked so much assists coming from Kris Wiebe
more composed than in his first and Sean Bentivoglio. However,
few games," said Whitehead. the lead became too much for the
"He's going to be an elite player Purple Eagles when Jankus and
for us."
Leveille added goals halfway
UMaine ended the first period through the third period. On the
with a slight advantage in the shot Leveille score, Moore and
department, outshooting Niagara Leveille broke, with Leveille get-

ting the shorthanded goal at 5:11
of the period. UMaine was outshot in the period 12-11.
"We had a full, complete game
from everybody tonight," said
Whitehead.
In goal for UMaine, Matt
Lundin recorded 28 saves en
route to victory, while Van
Nynatten had 21 saves before
being replaced by Allen Barton,
who finished with nine saves in
one period. Barton gave up two
goals in the game.
After the game, Whitehead
talked about Lundin's performance.
"I was very proud of Matt
Lundin tonight," said Whitehead.
"He really rose to the occasion
tonight. He was tested and was up
for the the challenge and competed hard."
UMaine finished Saturday's
game with 10 penalties, while
Niagara recorded 11 on the
evening. Both squads went 1 for 8
on the power play, respectively,
while the Black Bears outshot
Niagara, 36-30.
On Friday night, the Black
Bears began the game with a sluggish start that saw Niagara dictate
the pace for the better half of the
first period. UMaine was unable
to convert on several early plays
and didn't register their first shot
until five minutes left in the first
half.
Both teams recorded only two
power-play opportunities in the
first period. UMaine was able to
capitalize on their second power
play in the final moments of the
first period. After a feverish attack
on the Niagara net in the closing
30 seconds, UMaine's Michel
Leveille tipped in a Jeff Mushalulc
shot from the point for a goal.
Damon was also credited with an
assist on the play.
"In the first period, we were a

little tight and nervous,but got the
key goal at the end of the period,"
said Whitehead.
UMaine carried a 7-5 lead on
shots into the locker after the first
period.
The Black Bears responded to
the stagnant first period with a
quick goal to open the second
period. Damon rifled a swift shot
from the point for his fourth goal
of the season 1:18 into the period.
Brent Shepheard added an unassisted goal for the Black Bears
only seven minutes later at 11:36.
The play saw Shepheard pick off
a pass across the zone and fire a
shot over the right shoulder of
Niagara goalie Van Nynatten. The
goal was Shepheard's first of the
season.
The Purple Eagles responded
with 8:09 remaining, when
Ehgoetz scored on a 5-on-3 situation. Ehgoetz registered the tally
after firing a one-time from the
corner over Howard's glove. The
shot deflected off the glove and
bounced into the back of the net.
Pat Oliveto and Andrew Lackner
recorded assists on the play.
"We began the second period
with another key goal and played
a strong second period," said
Whitehead.
UMaine continued its trend of
scoring goals late in the period,
when, with three seconds remaining, Greg Moore jumped on a
juicy rebound in the front right
circle. Moore was able to pounce
on the rebound and fire a shot past
Nynatten for the late second
mark. It was the Black Bears
fourth goal of the season to come
in the final five seconds of a period. UMaine outshot Niagara 19-9
in the period.
"I think, in this game,the second period was a good indication
of what we can do," said
Whitehead.

Bowl
year's
In
last
Championship Series champiSoutheastern
onship, the
the
champs,
Conference
Louisiana State University
Tigers, defeated the Big 12
champ Oklahoma Sooners in
what was considered a split
national championship game.
The other half of that split title
went to the University of
Southern California Trojans of
the PAC 10 who defeated the
Michigan Wolverines of the Big
10, in the Rose Bowl, earning
the title of AP National
Champion. Since the first week
of 2004, fans of all shapes and
sizes have criticized how the
BCS standings are calculated,
and come Monday, Oct. 18, the
BCS will reveal its latest version of the BCS standings.
While the question on everyone's mind is who will be no. 1,
USC, Oklahoma, or the Miami
Hurricanes there have still been
a handful of stories from the
first half of the college football
season.
For USC, Oklahoma or
Miami, success is almost a
given. But around the nation,
there have been colleges starting to earn the kind of success
that these schools assume on a
yearly basis. On the flip side of
that coin, there also have been
some schools who have fallen
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6.6 per carry and has had five
150-plus rushing games already
this year.
The two defensive standouts
garnishing attention this season
are linebacker Derrick Johnson,
teammate of Cedric Benson at
University of Texas and Antrel
Rolle, a defensive back from
the University of Miami. Both
players have been instrumental
in the defensive success of each
team, with Texas limiting their
competition to 309 yards per
game,and Miami holding opponents to 274 yards of total
offense per game. Johnson
leads the Longhorns' defense
thus far with 73 total tackles on
the year. Rolle has not recorded
as many tackles, but has led
Miami's pass defense to hold
opposing offenses only 150
yards per game in the air, while
also recording one interception.
There you have it. With any
luck, this year's BCS championship will be less controversial
than in years past, and we will
see a true national champion
emerge. Will Matt Leinart lead
USC to the promised land for a
second year in a row, or will
Jason White and Adrian
Peterson see to it that Oklahoma
is the king of the jungle?
Regardless of who plays the
hero this fall, it is sure that the
2005 BCS championship, the
FedEx Orange Bowl, should be
ripe with excitement.

Once again, the steady line of
Josh Soares, John Ronan and Ben
Murphy highlighted the play in
the second period.
"They are very consistent players," said Whitehead:They have
been our glue for our first few
games."
In the third period, Niagara
was able to respond early on with
a power-play goal by Ehgoetz al
9:53. The tally went unassisted.
At 10:26, Niagara continued to
quietly chip away at the Black
Bear advantage, when Aaron
Clarke recorded a goal. Sean
Bentivoglio and Kris Wiebe provided assists on the play.
Niagara continued to rally late
in the game, pulling Van
Nynatten with 1:24 remaining in
the game. After a series of neat
misses in front of Howard, the
Black Bears were able to clear the
puck out of the zone for the
remaining 30 seconds. Niagara
was never able to get back in to
force the tie. Both teams ended
with nine shots on goal in the
final period.
"Niagara had a really strong
third period," said Whitehead."It
turned into a great hockey game
with a lot of swings in momentum."
UMaine's Jimmy Howard
recorded the victory in net aftet
surrendering three goals. He
picked up 20 saves on the day. For
the Purple Eagles, Van Nynatten
picked up 31 saves en route to the
defeat. UMaine registered seven
penalties, while Niagara merited
six. On the power play, UMaine
finished the night 1 for 6. Niagara
went 2-7, with the extra-man
advantage.
UMaine returns to action
Friday against St. Lawerence in
their third straight homestand
The game begins at 7 p.m.

or

Men's cross
country grabs
third place at
NEs
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UM upset
in return
to Orono
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATEJ KRAJCOVIC

SO CLOSE — Sophmore Josh Soares tries to push the puck past Niagara goalie Jeff Van Nynatten during Friday night's
game. Maine won the match 4-3.

Home Sweep Home
Men's hockey bounces back from tough North Dakota losses with victories against Niagara
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Lead by a collection of fresh
faces and the usual suspects, the
University of Maine men's ice
hockey team swept Niagara in the
second straight homestand of the
year.
For the Black Bears, the weekend series announced the emergence of Derek Damon as the
Black Bear's newly-found scoring weapon. Damon collected
three goals on the weekend and
catapulted the Black Bears to a 6-

Black Bears
impress in
first series
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Despite a 2-2 tie on Saturday,
the Guy Perron era at the
University of Maine got off to a
successful start as the women's
hockey team was able to split
their two-game series with the
University
of
Vermont
in
Burlington.
In their first
game, on Friday,
the Black Bears were able to
snatch a 2-0 victory over the
Catamounts. The
win not only
gave Perron his
first win as head
coach, but it also saw sophomore
goalie Rachel Gettings register
her first collegiate win and
shutout.

UM 2
UVM 2]

See OPENER on Page 17

2 victory on Saturday. In the second game, Damon shared the
spotlight with freshman goalie
Matt Lundin, who picked up the
win in his first collegiate start.
The first game of the series, on
Friday, saw the Black Bears hold
on in the final moments for a slim
4-3 victory. UMaine was able to
escape with the win after a ferocious Purple Eagle rally in the
final 15 minutes nearly pulled the
squads even. After the match,
head coach Tim Whitehead spoke
of the match's importance coming
off last weekend's losses.

"I think our guys learned last
weekend that there is a very fine
line between teams," said
Whitehead. "Respect for your
opponents is paramount. You
have to play the same way every
time you play, no matter who you
play."
Defense man Mike Lundin
believed it was a great chance for
the team to respond to last weekend.
"It was really good for us to
bounce back after North Dakota,"
said Lundin.
Niagara, a vastly underrated

squad in college hockey, was able
to give the Black Bears a unique
set of troubles throughout the
weekend. However, Whitehead
believes it was his teams' ability
to enter the games with a different
attuide that made the difference.
"We had a different attitude,"
said Whitehead. "I'm impressed
with our guys."
Saturday night's game was
highlighted by the impressive
showing in net by Lundin.
"I went out there and made the
See SWEEP on Page 19

UMaine dominates at Alumni field
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
Friends and family weekend
gave more of a reason for the
University of Maine women's
soccer team to love Alumni Field.
The Black Bears
continued then um
dominance
at !
home by knocking off Hartford
- -5-0 and holding off the University
of Vermont 3-1.
"Defense is
the foundation of
our team, we
spent nearly an
entire week at the
beginning of the season on how
we are going to defend individually and collectively," said Maine
head coach Scott Atherley, "and
my philosophy is that if you are
organized defensively then you
have a chance to win every
game."
The Black Bears displayed this
defensive philosophy by working
as a team and only allowing one
goal on the weekend.
"Everything we did worked

5
HART 0 ;
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CLOSE CONTACT — UM midfielder Marie-Adree Canuel
advances the ball in Friday's shutout victory.
real smoothly," said forward
Early in the first half, Maine
Maine Heather Hathorn, "every- moved the ball down the sidelines
thing was clicking and we were through a series of give-and-gos,
connecting on all of our passes."
Heather Hathorn was then able to
The University of Maine play it to forward Erin Corey.
defeated the Hartford Hawks in
See WINS on Page 17
all aspects of the game.

On paper, it looked good for
the University of Maine football
team, but Saturday's matchup
with James Madison University
showed that statistics don't matter
when compared to the plays being
made on the field. The Dukes of
JMU proved just that en route to
their 24-20 victory of the Black
Bears.
"Our team didn't make big
plays in the game, but the interception by Akeem Jordan was a
huge play in the
ball game," said
JMU head coach
Micke Y
Matthews.
It was that one
play that gave the Dukes momentum and gave the team great field
position going into the fourth
quarter.
From the 7 yard line, quarterback Justin Rascati ran the ball
down the middle untouched to
lessen UMaine's lead 20-17.
"1 thought that interception in
the third quarter, when we had the
chance to go down and get a third
straight score with the wind, was
big," said head coach Jack
Cosgrove.
On the next drive, Marcus
Williams rushed for 54 of his
game high 166 yards in nine plays
to help UMaine gain the field
position it needed for a field goal.
Mike Mellow attempted the kick
at the 32, but it went wide right
and the score remained.
JMU held UMaine at the 2
yard line after Nick Englehart
booted a 51-yard punt to the corner of the Black Bears' territory.
UMaine was unable to dig itself
out of the hole, with the offense
moving just six yards on three
plays.
"I thought we had a chance to
finish them off at the end and they
had two huge plays: a punt return
and then the throw and catch for
the touchdown," said Cosgrove.
The touchdown came with just
48 seconds left in the game, when
Rascati found D.D. Boxley on the
far right side of the endzone,
completing a drive that consisted
of four plays for 55 yards and taking the final lead 24-20.
"When I saw the fballl go out
there, it was one of those things...
perfect throw, perfect catch," said
Cosgrove of the touchdown pass
that dropped Maine's record to 33 overall, 1-2 in the Atlantic 10.
Despite the outcome, the
Black Bears did rise to the occasion on several plays over the
course of the game.
Up until this game,the story of
UMaine's offense lay primarily in
the hands of the talented corps of
receivers. UMaine established its

; UM 20
JMU 24

See UPSET on Page 18

